Town of Brunswick, Maine
COMPREHENSIVE PLAN UPDATE STEERING COMMITTEE
85 UNION STREET, BRUNSWICK, ME 04011

COMPREHENSIVE PLAN UPDATE STEERING COMMITTEE
AGENDA BRUNSWICK TOWN HALL
85 UNION STREET
COUNCIL CHAMBERS
TUESDAY, JUNE 7, 2022
6:30 PM – 8:30 PM
THERE IS AN OPPORTUNITY TO ATTEND THIS MEETING IN PERSON OR VIEW THE MEETING VIA ZOOM
HOW TO WATCH AND COMMENT VIA ZOOM
https://www.brunswickme.org/313/Brunswick-Cable-TV3

COMMENTS ARE ALLOWED DURING THE PUBLIC COMMENT PERIOD, DURING PUBLIC HEARINGS, AND ON
OTHER ITEMS AND MATTERS AT THE DISCRETION OF THE COMMITTEE CHAIR. PUBLIC COMMENTS MUST BE
SUBMITTED THROUGH THE ZOOM PLATFORM BY “RAISING YOUR HAND” AND BEING ACKNOWLEDGED BY THE
HOST OR BY ENTERING QUESTIONS IN THE Q&A CHAT.
ALL VOTES TO BE TAKEN VIA ROLL CALL

1. Roll Call
2. Public Comment
3. Review of North Star Planning Draft Inventories
a. Agricultural and Forest Resources
b. Historic and Archaeological Resources
c. Recreation
4. Update on Topography, Soils, and Water Inventory
5. Meeting Summary
a. March 5, 2022 – Draft 2
b. May 3, 2022 – Draft 1
6. Future Meeting Date(s)
a. July 5, 2022 to be Rescheduled due to Fourth of July Holiday
7. Other Business
a. Southern Midcoast Housing Collaboration Forum Summary (Marcy McGuire)
8. Adjourn

_____________________________________________________________________________________
MEMORANDUM
TO:

Brunswick Comprehensive Plan Update Steering Committee

CC:

Matt Panfil, Brunswick Planning Director

From: Ben Smith, Principal Planner
Keith McBride, Planner
Sam Peikes, Planner
RE:
Inventory Chapters: Agricultural and Forestry Resources, Historic &
Archaeological Resources and Recreation
Date: June 1, 2022
_____________________________________________________________________________________
Overview
In preparation for the Comprehensive Plan Update Steering Committee meeting on
June 7, we are providing these overview memos for each inventory chapter draft.
These drafts are still in an early stage, but constitute a “first completed draft” of each
chapter in question. In other words, there is a lot of room for revision, refinement and
improvement. However, it is also our suggestion that the Committee not get too
caught up in the details, as the primary goal in these chapters is to provide the
background information necessary to satisfy state requirements for comprehensive
plans, and also to take away broader/big picture themes that might emerge after
looking at these chapters as a whole.
There are a few additional data points that we have left in the draft, but are still trying
to update or confirm. These include:
Recreation
•
•

Page 1: Total mileage of Brunswick sidewalks. Still 32 miles?
Page 2: Total water access points: 12 with public access rights, but 39 total.
Correct?

Agriculture & Forestry
•

Page 5: Confirm the total number of farms currently in Brunswick and provide
some information on existing agricultural uses.
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Summarized Highlights
With that in mind, we have provided a few bullet-points of takeaways from this
chapter:
Recreation
•

•

Brunswick and Navy/MRRA have cooperated to create additional recreation
opportunities including the Kate Furbush Preserve, Fitzgerald Recreation and
Conservation Area, Neptune Woods, bike/pedestrian connectivity (with
Bowdoin College), and others.
Demand for playgrounds, indoor and outdoor recreation facilities remains high.

Historic & Archaeological Resources
•

•

•

Brunswick has 11 buildings and 3 districts located on the U.S. National Register
of Historic Places. This is unusually high for a town of Brunswick’s size. The vast
majority of these are located in the downtown/Maine Street/Bowdoin College
area.
Maine Historic Preservation Commission has identified 54 known
prehistoric (pre-European settlement) archaeological sites, and has
documented 35 historic archaeological sites in Brunswick, further
supporting the conclusion that Brunswick is rich in historic and
archaeological resources.
Brunswick’s historic and archaeological resources are facing threats from
development and climate change.

Agriculture & Forestry
•
•
•
•

Brunswick has 16,000 acres of forested land, which includes seven municipallyowned woodland parcels.
Agriculture has been in decline since the 1950s throughout Maine. Brunswick
has seen similar decline.
Brunswick hosts multiple thriving Farmer’s Markets and community gardens.
Open space, farmland and forests are threatened in Brunswick by residential
development, increasing land costs which encourages owners to sell), and
demographics (an inadequate agricultural and forestry workforce to take over
and manage these lands form existing owners/managers).

Agricultural and Forest Resources
Analyses

Forest Resources

Agricultural Resources

The majority of the land area in Brunswick is forested. The Town
has an interest in the health of this forest on two levels. First, the
Town owns seven woodland parcels that are managed by the
Conservation Commission. Second, the rest of the community is
heavily forested and this forest provides important wildlife habitat
and forestry opportunities for many private landowners in town.

Agriculture always has played a central role in the life of
Brunswick. The large farms that to this day dominate the rural
landscape are testament to this component of Brunswick’s
history.
In the 1950s and 1960s, agriculture in Brunswick began to decline
as it did in many rural Maine towns. In 1950, there were an
estimated working 50 farms. By 2002 this had declined to close
to 10 working farms. Rising land values, fewer markets for local
products, and competition from around the globe have conspired
to pinch Brunswick’s local farms.
Today, farms in Brunswick sell a wide range of products, from
vegetables to meats to dairy products to hay to horticultural
plants. These products are largely sold within Maine, but many of
the products – especially meats – are sold throughout New
England.
There is a limited correlation between the soils which are ranked
as prime agricultural and the actual sites of working farms.
Indeed, a large percentage of the best soils for cropland is
underneath the developed areas of town. It is unlikely that a
large percentage of new farmland is going to be created from the
forests, and the town will likely continue to see a net loss of
farmland.
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Brunswick’s seven woodland parcels are managed by the
Conservation Commission. These parcels are spread throughout
the community and include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Cox Pinnacle parcel, West Brunswick
Senter parcel, interior parcel off of Durham Road and
Bagatelle Lane
Kennedy parcel, interior parcel adjacent to Interstate 95
Pleasant Hill Road Landfill parcel, Pleasant Hill Road
Haywood Lane parcels, two interior parcels adjacent to
Twin Echo development in West
Coombs Road parcel, East Brunswick adjacent to the
former Naval Air Station
Androscoggin Islands between Topsham and Brunswick

Privately-owned forests provide economic opportunity, wildlife
protection, and recreation opportunities across town. Forests
cover more than 16,000 acres in town.

Open Space and Scenic Resources
Brunswick’s landscape is characterized by a variety of scenic
views. These range from working farms to deep forests to
historic buildings to traditional neighborhoods, streetscapes,
and gateways. These resources have been catalogued in the
Scenic Inventory, Brunswick Maine which was an appendix in the
Parks, Recreation and Open Space Plan from 2002.

Forest and Agriculture Management
Brunswick has adopted a Right-To-Farm Ordinance. This
ordinance mimics the state’s Right to Farm Law (Title 17, section
2805) that seeks to protect farm operations from nuisance claims.

Threats and Issues of Concern
The following are threats to forests and agriculture resources in
Brunswick:
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1. Residential development, which is projected to continue
at a rapid pace, can threaten the scenic character of the
more rural areas of our community.
2. Rising land values increase the incentive to develop
property rather than continue to farm or harvest wood.
3. The Town of Brunswick is rich with working farms, forests,
and landscapes. These add immeasurable value to the
community. Keeping these farms and forests working is
the most efficient way to preserve the community’s rural
areas. At the same time, unless there is a new generation
of farmers that are willing and able to purchase farms in
Brunswick, the long-term protection of these resources
cannot be assured.

Conditions and Trends
Agriculture and Forestry Data
Timber Harvesting Information Brunswick 2009-2018
Year
Selection harvest
Shelterwood
acres
harvest acres
2009
165
0
2010
111
0
2011
47
0
2012
81
6.5
2013
596
0
2014
118
21
2015
292
43
2016
367
0
2017
80
0
2018
319
0
Totals
2,176
70.5
Source: Maine Forest Service year end landowner reports

Clearcut harvest
acres
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Selection harvest acres decreased from 2009 to 2012 and peaked at
596 acres in 2013. There were no shelterwood harvests in 2009,
2010, 2011, 2013, 2016, 2017, and 2018. There were no clearcut
harvests between 2009 and 2018.
Landowners in Brunswick rely on three voluntary tax programs in
order to reduce their property tax obligation and help keep areas
of Brunswick as a working farm, working forest, or open space.
Lands that are enrolled in the programs are assessed for their
current use, as opposed to their potential fair market value for
more intensive uses. The property owners receive a reduced tax
bill from the Town so long as they are enrolled in the program. If
they remove their land from the program, they may have to pay a
penalty so that the Town recoups some of the lost tax revenue.
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Total Harvest
acres
165
111
47
87.5
596
139
335
367
80
319
2246.5

Change of land
use acres
0
0
3
0
2
37.3
7
0
23.62
3.5
76.42

Number of active
notifications
11
10
12
11
9
14
16
12
7
15
117

In 2020, 927 acres were enrolled in the Farmland Tax Program,
1,459 acres were enrolled in the Tree Growth Program, and 1,949
acres were enrolled in the Open Space Program. Participation in
the Farmland Tax program decreased from 2009-2016 and
increased from 2017-2020. Participation in the Tree Growth
program has generally been decreasing.
Between 2014 and 2018 the amount of Open Space enrolled in
the program increased by 366 acres. In general, a few larger
parcels were removed from the program and were replaced by an
equal number of smaller parcels.

Tax Program Enrollment Brunswick, 2009-2020
Year
Farmland total acres
2009
867
2010
860
2011
861
2012
861
2013
859
2014
753
2015
753
2016
720
2017
843
2018
872
2019
892
2020
927
Source: Municipal Valuation Return Statistical Summary 2009-2020

Open Space total acres
1,688
1,688
1,688
1,698
1,779
1,686
1,687
1,687
1,705
2,052
2,011
1,949

Tree Growth total acres
1,573
1,583
1,578
1,569
1,552
1,541
1,564
1,409
1,374
1,374
1,464
1,459

[INSERT MAP - AGRICULTURE & FOREST RESOURCES (PRIME FARMLAND, FARMLAND OF STATEWIDE IMPORTANCE, TREE GROWTH AND
AGRICULTURAL USE TAX PARCELS]

Farmers’ Markets
BTLT Farmers’ Market at Crystal Spring Farm
The Brunswick Topsham Land Trust Farmers’ Market was
established in 1999 to advance the Land Trust’s mission of
supporting local agriculture. The market is located on the 331-acre
Crystal Spring Farm property, which is owned by the Land Trust. The
market is now one of the largest in Maine with over 30 vendors.
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Brunswick Winter Market
The Brunswick Winter Market is located at the Fort Andross Mill
Complex and is open every Saturday 9:00am-12:30pm from
November through April.
Tom Settlemire Community Garden
The Tom Settlemire Community Garden is an organic community
garden that was started in 2011 and is owned and managed by the

Brunswick Topsham Land Trust. The Garden is located at Crystal
Spring Farm. The Garden provides local food, gardening education,
produce for the Mid Coast Hunger Prevention Program, a
therapeutic environment for those with physical disabilities, and
volunteer opportunities.
Senior Garden
The Senior Garden is administered by the People Plus Center and is
primarily for senior citizen use. The garden is located next to the
Brunswick Public Works Department on Industry Road.
Sound Pine Farm Community Supported Agriculture
Community Supported Agriculture (CSA) is a farming model built on
fairness and transparency for both the farmer and the consumer. At
CSA, a consumer purchases a share of a farm up-front which
provides financial security to the farmer for the season. In return,
the consumer receives a regular box of fresh produce. The Sound
Pine Farm is a CSA in Brunswick on Pennellville Road located on two
acres of land. Sound Pine Farm is a “free choice” CSA meaning that
customers can choose from a market style display of fresh
vegetables for the week.

Farms
[*INSERT INFORMATION ABOUT FARMS]

Community Forest & Tree Care
Brunswick has a Public Tree Program which provides for the
management and care of the Town’s street and park trees. The
Town Arborist makes periodic inspections of public trees along
Town maintained streets and public parks. The Brunswick Parks and
Recreation Department has implemented a street tree planting
program in 1999 and since then more than 370 street trees have
Agriculture and Forest Resources Inventory Chapter

been planted in the Town. The Parks and Recreation Department
also created a brochure which contains a list of all the different tree
species and where they are located in Town.

Historic and Archaeological Resources
Analyses
History is central to Brunswick’s identity. Historic and
archaeological resources are a common foundation for
Brunswick’s community and serve as benchmarks for the
future. The value these resources provide to Brunswick’s
livability and economy cannot be understated.

Historic Patterns of Settlement
Native Americans were the first inhabitants of the Pejepscot region,
which includes Brunswick, Topsham, and Harpswell. They used the
region’s many waterways as transportation corridors – that they left
numerous archaeological sites along our waterways should be no
surprise. While it is difficult to ‘see’ these sites the same way we see
historic buildings, a properly excavated archaeological site will
speak volumes about the people who lived in the area of what is
now the Town of Brunswick in the times before European
colonization.
Europeans settled along the shores of the Androscoggin in 1628.
The Androscoggin and Kennebec Rivers were the region’s first
highways to the interior, and became lively avenues for a
burgeoning trade. Fort Andros was built along the falls near the
current Maine Street location to facilitate this trade.
Brunswick was incorporated in 1739 and has been an
employment center ever since. Fur trading, shipbuilding, and
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shipping were the town’s first economic engines, and the power
of the Androscoggin Falls powered the textile mills in the 19th and
20th centuries. In the second half of the 20th century, Bowdoin
College, health care facilities, and the defense industry drove the
region’s economy.

Prehistoric Archaeological Sites
As of May 26, 2020, the Maine Historic Preservation Commission
has identified 54 known prehistoric archaeological sites in
Brunswick of which 90% are or could be significant. Prehistoric
refers to those sites predating European settlement.
In addition to these sites, the Maine Historic Preservation
Commission has identified several areas that are likely to produce
additional archaeological resources. These areas are located along
Androscoggin River near Cooks Corner and north of Old Bath Road,
and along the waterfront areas of Mere Point Bay and Middle Bay.
These waterfront areas have not been professionally surveyed.

Historic Structures
As of May 2020, there are eleven (11) historic buildings and three
(3) historic districts in Brunswick that are registered with the
National Register of Historic Places – a program run by the
United States Department of the Interior that recognizes historic
sites of national significance. These sites are listed in the table
below.

Site
Harriet Beecher Stowe House
First Parish Church
Massachusetts Hall
Richardson House
Henry Boody House
St. Paul’s Episcopal Church
John Dunlap House
Parker Cleveland House
Androscoggin Swinging Bridge
Crystal Spring Farm
Whittier Field Athletic
Complex

Location
63 Federal Street
207 Maine Street
Bowdoin College Campus
11 Lincoln Street
Maine Street
27 Pleasant Street
4 Oak Street
76 Federal Street
Downtown Brunswick
277 Pleasant Hill Road
Bowdoin College

Pennellville Historic District
Lincoln Street Historic District
Federal Street Historic District
N/A Not Available
Source: United States Department of Interior, National Park Service
In addition to occasional federal and state grant money for
preservation efforts, one benefit of National Register status
includes special consideration when federal money is spent on a
project that affects the property or district.
Most of the historic buildings on the list are located in
Brunswick’s downtown area. These buildings’ historic
settings are not threatened by new development – largely
because their surroundings have already been developed.
The Lincoln Street Historic District and the Federal Street Historic
District largely fall under the purview of the Village Review Board.
Historic & Archaeological Resources Inventory Chapter

Period of Importance
Mid-19th century
Mid-19th century
18th to 19th century
Mid-19th century
19th century
Mid-19th century
18th to 19th centuries
N/A
N/A
N/A
19th century

Year Listed
1966
1969
1971
1974
1975
1978
1979
2000
2004
2004
2017

18th to 19th centuries
18th to 19th centuries
18th to 20th centuries

1985
1976
1976

This Board reviews all development and renovation in Brunswick’s
downtown to ensure the historic accuracy of the proposed
changes. Development that does not satisfy the Board’s standards
can be refused a building permit. The Bowdoin College portion of
the Federal Street Historic District is not part of the Town’s Village
Review District.
Development in the Pennellville Historic District falls under the
purview of the Planning Board. If a subdivision occurs in this
historic district, the Planning Board will review the project and
could determine whether historic considerations should be
required. If future development changes the original character of

this historic district, the area’s listing on the register of historic
places could be revoked.

Historic Preservation
Brunswick’s Planning Board reviews every subdivision and
development that needs a site plan review in town. The
subdivision ordinance includes provisions to encourage the
protection of historic and archaeological resources. In addition,
the Town’s site plan review ordinance requires that a Phase I
survey be completed on all developments reviewed by the
Planning Board. When a proposed development is located in an
area of archaeological resource potential, the Planning Board can
ask for a more detailed survey.

Brunswick’s Village Review Board has the authority to
monitor the external appearance of structures in the Village
Review District. The Board places an emphasis on ensuring
new construction reflects the traditional patterns that exist
in the village and ensuring that new construction meets
design standards to ensure that the downtown remains an
attractive and vibrant.
The Pejepscot Historic Society is very active in the community.
The society has ongoing education programs, three museums, and
extensive archives and collections of the town’s artifacts. The
society maintains an archive that details the history of each
historic building in Brunswick’s downtown.

Conditions and Trends
Historic Preservation Commission Data
As of May 2020, the Maine Historic Preservation Commission
has documented thirty-five (35) historic archaeological sites
in Brunswick.
Site Name
Pejebscot Settlement
Maquoit Fort

Site Number
ME 064-001
ME 064-002

Site Type
settlement
Military, fort

Rev. Woodside House
Thomas Stevens
Kanawha
Humphrey’s Shipyard
Robert Jordan Homestead
Swanville Raymond

ME 064-003
ME 064-004
ME 064-005
ME 064-006
ME 064-007
ME 064-008

domestic
Trading post
Wreck, vessel
shipyard
farmstead
Wreck, vessel
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Periods of Significance
1628-1737
1661? 1716?-mid 18th
century
c. 1700- c. 1800
1665-1676
28-Nov-07
19th century
Mid 17th century?
December 13, 1833

Unidentified cellar hole

ME 064-009

domestic

Joseph Dustin
Landing Mill
Maquoit Wharf
Maquoit Marsh Mill
Manning Homestead
Center Twelve Rod Road RO-W
Richmond
Robert P. Murphy
Mariner Dwelling
Gatchell Dwelling
Capt. H. Orr Dwelling
Salt Marsh Dikes
H. Jordan Farm
A.W./J. Jordan Dwelling
Bath Road cellar hole
Harpswell Road Quarry
Stone-lined well
Brick-lined pit/well
Wallace cellar hole

ME 064-010
ME 064-011
ME 064-012
ME 064-013
ME 064-014
ME 064-015

Industrial, ironworks
mill
Shipyard and wharf
Mill, gristmill?
domestic
Boundary marker

ME 064-016
ME 064-017
ME 064-018
ME 064-019
ME 064-020
ME 064-021
ME 064-022
ME 064-023
ME 064-024
ME 064-025
ME 064-026
ME 064-027
ME 064-028

Wreck, sloop
Wreck, schooner
domestic
domestic
domestic
dike
farmstead
domestic
domestic
quarry
well
well
farmstead

Tarr cellar hole

ME 064-029

domestic

Unidentified domestic
Cellar hole
Cellar hole
Earthen dam
Brickyard

ME 064-030
ME 064-031
ME 064-032
ME 064-033
ME 064-034

domestic
farmstead
domestic
dam
brickyard
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Possibly 19th and early
20th c. occupation
c. 1800 to c. 1880
1760-1830
1800-1830 or earlier
Mid-18th c.
1816-1839
1717 to present
20-Sep-23
20-Feb-24
Mid-19th century
Mid-19th century
Mid-19th century
c. 1804?
Mid-19th century
Mid-19th century
Mid-19th century
Early 20th c. 1940
Mid-19th century
Mid-19th century
Mid 19th to early 20th
century
Mid 19th late 19th-early
20th century
Ca. 1775-1830
Mid-late 19th century
19th-early 20th century
Ca. 1930-1960
Ca.
mid-late
19th
century

Joshua Chamberlain House
ME 064-035
Source: Maine Historic Preservation Commission

domestic

Threats to Historic Resources
Brunswick’s rapid pace of development could threaten historic and
archaeological resources, especially those in more rural areas that
have not been professionally surveyed.
The Village Review District encompasses much of the downtown,
but ends abruptly without including areas that are widely
considered to be integral to the Downtown (Maine Street along the
Mall, Bowdoin College, and Pleasant Street). The areas are widely
recognized as an integral part of the downtown, and could benefit
from a consistent set of development criteria.
The Lincoln Street and Federal Street Historic Districts largely fall
under the purview of the Village Review Board. These districts have
been built-out, and new development is not a threat to their
viability. The Pennellville Historic District could be threatened by
new development. If new development damages the historic
integrity of the neighborhood, then the district’s status could be
revoked.
Despite Brunswick’s large number of historic resources, the town
has not leveraged outside assistance with the preservation of
historic resources well. Other communities are using the Certified
Local Government program sponsored by the Maine Historic
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unknown
Preservation Commission to maximize its efforts to protect historic
and resources.
Historic properties are also under threat from climate change.
MHPC has established a webpage and GIS mapping database to
assist towns with planning for the effects of climate change on
historic properties and cultural resources through process
identification, adaption, resiliency and mitigation. The Pennellville
Historic District and the Androscoggin Swinging Bridge may be
vulnerable to the impacts of climate change in the near future.
https://maine.maps.arcgis.com/home/webmap/viewer.html?webm
ap=abab8af1a87b4db3805e2346f7500dff

Recreation
Analyses
Brunswick’s recreation needs are met by an impressive range of
public and private resources. The Town provides a variety of
recreation programs and facilities open to everyone in the
community. Bowdoin College has facilities and programs available
to those who work or study there. Private recreation facilities are
available where the market makes their operation feasible. Though
Brunswick has no shortage of recreation facilities, still some are not
adequately maintained, ranging from landscaping improvements to
playgrounds not meeting the Standard Consumer Safety
Performance Specifications.

Facilities Assessment
Brunswick’s residents have a variety of public recreation facilities
available. The Recreation Department sponsors organized team
sports, individual sports, education programs, field trips, nursery
school, and a range of other activities for all residents. The School
Department provides organized sports and recreation programs for
students from kindergarten through secondary school. The People
Plus Center has expanded its services to provide opportunities to
residents of all ages. However, the amount of space available at this
facility is limited.
Bowdoin College has leased the playground at the former
Longfellow Elementary School (now Bowdoin’s Robert H. and Blythe
Bickel Edwards Center for Art and Dance) back to the town.
Following improvements, it was re-opened to the public as the
Longfellow Playground.
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Around the tie of the BNAS closure, the U.S. Navy conveyed 66
acres of grassland to the town, now known as the Capt. William A.
Fitzgerald U.S.N. Recreation and Conservation Area. It includes
existing trails and a pond, and there may be park improvements in
the future.
Demand for athletic fields remains extremely high. There is not
enough space during certain times of the year, and there is not
enough time to rest fields to ensure optimum playing condition. No
new fields have been constructed since the last comprehensive
plan.
Outdoor recreation facilities
Outdoor recreation facilities include parks, ball fields, courts,
gardens, a swimming hole, and playgrounds. These facilities tend to
be centered in the more developed areas in Brunswick’s Downtown.
Trails and bicycle/pedestrian facilities
Trails and bicycle and pedestrian facilities are spread throughout
the town. These range from sidewalks (which total more than 32
miles and are clustered in developed areas), to the Androscoggin
bike path, to the College-Commons-Bay trail, to numerous other
less-formal trail systems. While public access to much of this
network is guaranteed, the trail network is dramatically larger when
those using the private trails is included.
Bicycle interconnectivity improvements have been planned within
Brunswick Landing, via a memorandum of understanding between
MRRA, Brunswick and Bowdoin College. The three local partners
will complete a circular trail network around the 3,000 acre

Brunswick Landing site. Additional improvements are needed to
better connect Mill Street to Maine Street, and between Topsham
and Brunswick.
Indoor recreation facilities
Indoor recreation facilities include the Brunswick Recreation Center,
Brunswick School Department (six school buildings), the Old
Brunswick High School, and the People Plus Center (technically a
nonprofit but funded by the Town). The demand for indoor
recreation space is high, especially in the gymnasiums. The demand
is projected to remain high. There are opportunities for expansion
at existing buildings at Brunswick Landing. The town’s investment in
these buildings for this purpose is discussed below.
Water access points
Water access points in Brunswick are spread from the upper
reaches of the Androscoggin River to Wharton Point on Mere Bay.
Of the 39 known access points, 12 have established legal access
for the public. For more detail, see the 1995 Shore Access Report
and the 2002 Public Water Access Inventory. In total, there are
five sites where tailored-access is available, although several of
these are limited by tides and/or poor ramp conditions. In 2008, a
public boat ramp was built on Mere Point. It is the only deep
water, all-tide access to northern Casco Bay. It has been heavily
used since opening.
Despite miles of waterfront, Brunswick’s residents have limited
access to the shore for swimming, fishing, canoeing, kayaking,
etc. As the interest of waterfront landowners has changed over
time, many of what were traditional water access points have
been lost. This trend is likely to continue. In addition, several of
Brunswick’s current water access points need physical
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improvements and/or additional parking. Not all of these access
points are ADA accessible.
Brunswick’s Recreation Department oversees the coordination of
these activities and maintains our outdoor recreation resources
and recreation center.
Recreation Committee oversees the activities of the Recreation
Department. In addition, there are several other community
organizations that support recreation programs (Rotary Club,
Little League, People Plus Center, etc.).
[INSERT MAP – RECREATION FACILITIES AND WATER ACCESS]

Land Acquisitions and open space
The Brunswick Topsham Land Trust (BTLT) was founded in 1985 and
has worked to conserve over 3,100 acres of natural area. There are
currently several parcels of land that are permanently conserved
under the Brunswick Topsham Land Trust. Those properties include
Brunswick – Freeport Conservation Corridor, Androscoggin River,
Little River, Maquoit Bay, Middle Bay, New meadows River &
Woodward Cove, and Muddy River.
Brunswick has leased land owned by other organizations and
provided public recreation areas on the leased land. Owners of
some of this land can discontinue the lease, which will deprive the
town of some recreation facilities.
Public use of private land has been traditional for decades, but
many landowners are expressing concerns about allowing public
access to their private land.
[INSERT MAP – CONSERVED OPEN SPACE]

Water Body Access
The Public Water Access Inventory in the Parks, Recreation, and
Open Space report describes all 12 public access points to water
bodies in town. These include five access points for trailered boats,
and the rest for pedestrian/canoe/kayak access. The Shore Access
Report in 1995 inventoried these sites, but also identified many
historic access points to water bodies where the public’s right of
way is in dispute.

New Meadows Rivers
• Princes Point Landing
• Sawyer Park
• Woodward Point Preserve
Maquoit Bay
• Wharton Point Landing
• Maquoit Bay Conservation Land
Middle Bay
• Barnes Landing
• Simpson’s Point Landing
• Mere Point Boat Launch

Androscoggin River
• Mill Street Canoe Portage
• Pejepscot Fishing Park
• Water Street Boat Landings
• Bay Bridge Landing

Conditions and Trends
Recreation Data Set
Recreation Facilities

Present in Town

Distance from
Town Center

Condition

Access Signs

Access Parking

Access
Sidewalks

Hiking or Walking Trails
Bike Paths
Public Parks
Swimming Beach
Public Swimming Pool
River with
Canoe/Kayak/Watersport
Skate Park
Ice Skating Rink
Roller Skating Rink

yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes

1 mile
1 mile
1 mile
1-5 miles
1 mile
1 mile

Good/excellent
Good/excellent
Good/excellent
Good/excellent
Good/excellent
Good/excellent

yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes

yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes

yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes

no
yes
no

5-15 miles
1 mile

Good/excellent
Good/excellent

yes
yes

yes
yes

yes
yes
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Town Recreational
Center (i.e., YMCA)
Private Fitness Facility
Playgrounds
Playing Fields or Courts

no

1-5 miles

Good/excellent

yes

yes

yes

yes
yes
yes

1 mile
1 mile
1 mile

Good/excellent
Good/excellent
Good/excellent

yes
yes
yes

yes
yes
yes

yes
yes
yes

Brunswick has a variety of recreational facilities in town that are in
good or excellent condition according to the data from the Rural
Active Living Assessment. Brunswick also does not have any skate
parks or roller-skating rinks. The closest skate parks are
approximately 10 miles away in Bath.

Public and Private Active Recreation Programs
Brunswick Landing
In 2021, the Brunswick Town Council approved spending up to
$50,000 in impact fees to construct a new public recreation complex
at the former Naval Air Station. The facility will include an outdoor
pool, two lighted turf fields, eight lighted pickle-ball courts, a lighted
outdoor ice rink, two lighted basketball courts and two lighted
playgrounds.
Bowdoin College
Bowdoin’s recreation facilities are available to students, staff, and
faculty. Limited public access is available to some of Bowdoin’s
facilities. These facilities include Pickard Theater, Dayton Arena,
Greason Pool, Farley Fieldhouse, Morrell Gym/Sargent Gym, the
squash building, and the Watson Fitness Center. Indoor and outdoor
recreation facilities at Bowdoin College provide limited access for
organized recreation opportunities by the Town or the School
Department.
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Private Recreation Resources
There is a large number of private recreation facilities in and
around our town. These include several indoor fitness centers
(fitness, aquatic facilities, tennis, and other racquet sports), an
indoor skating rink, an indoor ice arena, golf courses, studios
(dance, martial arts, gymnastics, etc.), indoor soccer, arts and
crafts, and the performing arts.
In 2016, a YMCA facility opened at Brunswick Landing, which is a
satellite location for the Bath Area Family YMCA. The location
features an indoor basketball court, pickle ball and racquetball
courts, weights and aerobic exercise areas, and other amenities.

Trails Inventory
Trail and pedestrian connections are important components of
our town’s recreation facilities. These are located on both public
and private land. The Brunswick Topsham Land Trust (BTLT)
founded in 1985 prioritizes trail connections in the Topsham
Brunswick region and currently conserved over 2,700 acres of
natural areas. Below is a list of those protected properties with
trails in Brunswick.
Chase Reserve
The Chase Reserve is a 194-acre easement property on Bunganuc
Road and has been protected since 2011. The property has
extensive shore frontage on Maquoit Bay and is part of the largest

unfragmented forest block along the coast of Cumberland County. A
mile long trail provides access to upland portions of the property.
Crystal Spring Farm
Crystal Spring Farm was acquired by BTLT in the mid-1990s. At 321
acres it is the Land Trust’s largest fee property.
Maquoit Bay Conservation Land
Maquoit Bay Conservation Land is a 124 acre preserve on Maquoit
Bay and is permanently protected through a conservation
easement. The property is predominantly woodland, but includes
some salt marsh and clam flats. The preserve provides over a mile of
walking and cross-country skiing trails.
Neptune Woods
Neptune Woods is a 64-acre parcel on Brunswick Landing, the
former Naval Air Station. In 2018, the Midcoast Regional
Redevelopment Authority, Brunswick Topsham Land Trust and the
Six Rivers chapter of the New England Mountain Bike Association
created four miles of beginner mountain bike trails on the newly
conserved property.

Woodward Cove
Woodward Cove is an 18-acre fee property that was purchased
from the Unitarian Universalist Church in 2016 for conservation and
public use. The property protects 1,500 of undeveloped forest
shoreline adjacent to an intact saltmarsh. The property has water
access trails just under half a mile long featuring gentle hills, views
of the marsh, and numerous apple trees.
Woodward Point
Woodward Point is conserved in partnership with Maine Coast
Heritage Trust and is one of the few remaining undeveloped
waterfront parcels of substantial size in southern Maine. The
property covers more than 90 acres and have over two miles of
shoreline. The diverse landscape offers excellent potential for
outdoor recreation for all ages and interests. The preserve has
1.5 miles of trails network that lead across open fields and
through forest to water’s edge.

Recreation Facilities List
Parks with Trails

Parks with
Playgrounds

Athletic Fields

Boat Launches

Ice Rinks

Androscoggin River
Bicycle Path

Coffin Pond Recreation
Area

Bicycle Path Field

Barnes Landing

Bay Bridge Landing
Interpretive Wetland
Park

Edwards Field

Crimmins Field

Bay Bridge
Landing Wetland
Park

Coffin Pond
Ice Skating
Rink
Lishness
Hockey Rink
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Indoor
Facilities &
Gymnasiums
Recreation
Center
Stowe
Gymnasium

Coffin Pond

Former Longfellow
School Site

Edwards Field

Coffin’s Ice Pond

Hambleton Park

Lishness Park

Cox Pinnacle

Nathaniel Davis Park

Shulman Park

Lishness Field

Stowe Field

Maquoit Bay
Conservation Lands
Pejepscot Dam
Recreation Area
Sawyer Park

Wildwood Field

Town Commons and
Greater Commons
The table above lists current recreational offerings in Brunswick.
The list is by no means comprehensive. There are roughly 47 total
recreation facilities in town according to data from the Parks and
Recreation Department. Those include parks, playgrounds, athletic
[*INSERT MAP PUBLIC OPEN SPACE AND FACILITIES]
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Maquoit Landing
(Wharton’s Point
Landing)
Mere Point Boat
Launch
Mill Street Canoe
Portage
Pejepscot Dam
Recreation Area
Princes Point
Landing
Sawyer Park

Mall Ice
Skating Rink

Simpson’s Point
Landing
Water Street
Boat Landings
fields, gymnasiums, public trails, and nature preserves. An analysis
of these resources was conducted in 2016 and can be found on the
Town of Brunswick Parks and Recreation Department website.
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I.

STATE GOAL AND LEGISLATIVE REQUIREMENTS
A. STATE GOAL
To protect the quality and manage the quantity of the State’s water resources,
including lakes, aquifers, great ponds, estuaries, rivers, and coastal areas.

B. LEGISLATIVE REQUIREMENTS
The Act (Comprehensive Planning and Land Use Act of 1988) requires that each
comprehensive plan include an inventory and analysis of significant water resources
such as lakes, aquifers, estuaries, rivers, and coastal areas and when applicable, their
vulnerability to degradation.
In addition, the Act requires that the implementation section of the plan protect,
maintain and, when warranted, improve the water quality of each water body
pursuant to Title 30, chapter 3, subchapter I, article 4-A [the part of state law that
establishes water quality classifications] and ensure that the water quality will be
protected from long-term and cumulative increases in phosphorus from
development in great pond watersheds.
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II. TOPOGRAPHY
Adopted in 2020, the Brunswick and Topsham Water District Master Plan neatly
summarizes the Town of Brunswick’s (“the Town’s”) topography as:
predominantly a coastal plain with hilly areas located to the west and north of the town
center. The area is typical of most of the Maine coast north of Portland with an irregular
coastline featuring ledge outcrops and ridge lines which trend along a northeastsouthwest axis. Shallow, sandy soils and wetlands are common.1
Elevation contour lines help to identify watershed boundaries, topographic relief, slope,
and other important physical features located within the Town such as utility service
areas and scenic views. Map 1- Topography depicts elevation contour lines at two-foot
(2’) intervals.

A. WATERSHED BOUNDARIES:
Watershed boundaries can be identified by locating the high points on the elevation
contour lines and stream or river drainage channels and their associated outlets.
There are two (2) principal watersheds situated within the Town’s municipal
boundary: the Androscoggin River Watershed and Casco Bay Watershed. Map 2 –
Watersheds depicts the location of these watersheds within the Town. It is important
to note that these watersheds are part of a larger drainage system that may cross
municipalities, counties, and even other states.
Watershed
Androscoggin
Casco Bay Watershed

Within Brunswick Municipal
Boundary (Square miles)
17
32

TABLE 1: WATERSHED BOUNDARIES

1. ANDROSCOGGIN RIVER WATERSHED:
Originating from an outlet of Umbabog Lake in New Hampshire and terminating
at Merrymeeting Bay, the Androscoggin River and its associated watershed
extends along the Town’s northern boundary with the Town of Topsham for
approximately twelve (12) miles. Simpson Brook and several other unnamed
streams flow northerly into the Androscoggin River before its confluence with the
Kennebec River in Merrymeeting Bay.
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Brunswick and Topsham Water District Master Plan, May 2020, p. 1-3.
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Due to the watershed’s large size, the land uses vary widely and include: the
Brunswick Industrial Park (east of Church Road and north of Greenwood Road),
the Graham Road Landfill (closed); the Brunswick Golf Course; Captain Fitzgerald
Recreation and Conservation Area; parts of the Bowdoin College campus; Cook’s
Corner Shopping Center, parking area, and out-lots; large undeveloped areas and
low density residential development in the Rural Area; moderate to high density
residential development in and around Downtown Brunswick; three (3) mobile
home parks; and heavily trafficked commercial corridors on Bath Road, Maine
Street, and Pleasant Street.

2. CASCO BAY WATERSHED
The Casco Bay Estuary Partnership identifies the Town as being located within
Casco Bay’s Eastern Bay Region.2 Within the Eastern Bay Region, it is possible to
further divide the watershed into six (6) subwatersheds. In alphabetical order, the
subwatersheds are:
Casco Bay Sub-watersheds
Harraseeket River Subwatershed
Maquoit Bay Subwatershed
Mare Brook Subwatershed
Middle Bay Subwatershed
New Meadows River Subwatershed
Royal River Subwatershed

Within Brunswick Municipal
Boundary (Square miles)
3.3
10.3
5.7
3.5
7.1
2.5

TABLE 2: SUBWATERSHED BOUNDARIES

a. HARRASEEKET RIVER SUBWATERSHED
The Harraseeket River Subarea is bisected by Interstate-295, Old Portland
Road, and railroad tracks. Mill Stream and Kelsey Brook are both located
within the portion of the Town’s Harraseeket River Watershed. Mill Stream
begins near the Interstate-295 overpass at Durham Road and runs between
the highway and Old Portland Road before crossing south of the railroad
tracks and entering Freeport and emptying into the Harraseeket River near
Mast Landing. Beginning in the area near Pleasant Hill and Highland Roads,
Kelsey Brook has a short run within the Town before entering Freeport and
the Harraseeket River.

2

“Eastern Bay.” Casco Bay Partnership, https://www.cascobayestuary.org/casco-bay/watersheds-of-cascobay/eastern-bay/
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Aside from a few light industrial uses along Old Portland Road and an inactive
gravel pit, land uses in this area are mostly low-density single-family
residential.
b. MAQUOIT BAY SUBWATERSHED:
From its origin in the general area of the intersection of Bostwick and
Highland Roads, Bunganuc Stream winds its way through the Otter Trace
subdivision before it crosses Pleasant Hill Road, traverses a forested area, and
then empties into Maquoit Bay at Bunganuc Landing. Smaller, unnamed
streams, to the east of Bunganuc Landing also feed into Maquoit Bay.
The Maquoit Bay Subarea is one of the least developed within the Town as
most of the land is forested or agricultural. Three (3) mobile home parks
within the Town’s Growth Area account for most of the residential dwelling
units within the Subarea. The rest of the development within the Subarea is
limited to the low-density single-family residential Otter Trace subdivision,
single-family residential units along the west side of Mere Point, scattered
single-family homes on large lots, and Brunswick High School (BHS).
c. MARE BROOK S UBWATERSHED:
Mare Brook (also referred to as Mere Brook) is a 5.7-mile stream with a 4.9
square mile drainage area located entirely within the Town. The watershed
includes the area of land draining into Mare Brook and its main tributary,
Merriconeag Stream. The headwaters of Mare Brook begin in the northwest
corner of the watershed above Baribeau Drive in a dense residential area. The
brook flows east through neighborhoods, across Maine Street and into Coffin
Ice Pond, a dammed portion of the brook just upstream of Harpswell Road.
The brook then flows through land owned by the Midcoast Regional
Redevelopment Authority (MRRA) which includes flowing through a ¾ mile
long culvert under the runway of MRRA’s Brunswick Executive Airport. The
brook connects with Merriconeag Stream less than a mile downstream of the
airport. Merriconeag Stream begins at Beaver Road in the northeast corner of
the watershed and flows into Picnic Pond, a dammed portion of the stream
just upstream of the Purinton Road crossing, before flowing into Mare Brook.
A tributary comprised of three stormwater ponds (Pond A, B, and C) along the
developed area of MRRA’s property also flows into Picnic Pond. Head of tide
is located downstream of the confluence of Mare Brook and Merriconeag
Stream near Liberty Crossing where it becomes part of the Harpswell Cove
estuary in Upper Harpswell Neck. This section of the brook passes through
land owned by the U.S. Navy and the Town of Brunswick’s Kate Furbish
Preserve.
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Similar to the center of the Androscoggin River Watershed, the generally flat
terrain of the Mare Brook Subarea results in one of the most diverse areas in
regard to its variety of land uses and zoning districts. Mare Brook flows
through numerous residential neighborhoods, parts of the Bowdoin College
campus, Brunswick Landing (including aviation and industrial uses), and
conservation areas such as the Town Commons and Kate Furbish Preserve.
Mare Brook is an urban impaired stream (UIS) on the federal 303(d) list of
impaired waters for not providing for aquatic life use due to an insufficient
presence of benthic macroinvertebrates such as aquatic earth worms,
flatworms, leeches, mayflies, and snails. Furthermore, nonpoint source
pollution (NSP) has periodically caused sections of Harpswell Cove to be
restricted for shellfish harvesting. More information pertaining to Mare
Brook’s UIS status is located in Section IV.A.2.b.
d. MIDDLE BAY S UBWATERSHED:
Originating north of Middle Bay Road and west of Leghorn Lane, Miller Creek
crosses Middle Bay Road, Old Pennellville Road, and Simpsons Point Road
before entering Middle Bay to the northeast of Miller Point. The subarea
includes the Pennellville Historic District, the east side of Mere Point, a large
area of the Town Commons, and a small area of the western portion of
Brunswick Landing near the Mere Creek Golf Course. Several smaller,
unnamed streams also drain into Middle Bay.
The Middle Bay Subarea is one of the least developed areas within the Town.
Most of the land in this Subarea is agricultural, forested, or low-density singlefamily residential. Non-residential uses are limited to Mere Point Boat
Launch and a private marina.
e. NEW MEADOWS RIVER S UBWATERSHED:
The New Meadows River serves as the Town’s eastern municipal boundary.
The area is narrow and features numerous rocky outcroppings. A New
Meadows Watershed Partnership consisting of the municipalities of Bath,
Brunswick, Harpswell, Phippsburg, and West Bath was formed prior to the
adoption of the 2008 Comprehensive Plan Update. However, since 2008 the
Partnership has seldomly met to consider long-term planning goals to
improve or enhance natural resources.
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Although predominantly characterized by low-density single-family
residential development, the northwestern part of the New Meadows River
Subarea is located within the Town’s Growth Area. Although only accounting
for approximately 13% of the Subarea’s total area, the Growth Industrial (GI)
and Growth Mixed-Use 4 (GM4) Zoning Districts have a significant impact as
they allow for large commercial, medical, and industrial facilities. Such
facilities include big box retailers such as Lowe’s and Wal-Mart, two (2) car
dealerships, Mid Coast Hospital, and several Brunswick Iron Works (BIW)
buildings used for office and industrial purposes.
f. ROYAL RIVER S UBWATERSHED:
A small portion of the Royal River Watershed, generally south of Durham
Road and west of Bald Rock, is located in the southwest corner of the Town’s
municipal boundaries. Collins Brook and numerous smaller unnamed
tributaries flow south out of west Brunswick into Freeport before emptying
into the Royal River.
A heavily forested area, land uses in the Royal River Subarea are limited to
low-density single-family residential development.

B. RELIEF (ELEVATIONS):
The amount of topographic relief within the Town ranges from an elevation of zerofeet (0’) above sea level along the coast to a high point of approximately 356 feet
above sea level at Cox Pinnacle, located just north of Durham Road and along the
Town’s western municipal boundary.
The elevation of a location also determines the feasibility of providing public water
or sewer lines to an area. The Maine Public Utilities Commission (PUC) requires a
minimum water pressure of 20 pounds per square inch (inch) or else a customer must
enter a limited-service contract with the BTWD. This is also the minimum water
pressure required for firefighting. According to the BTWD, the highest elevation that
can be served the minimum 20 psi of water pressure is approximately 165 feet above
sea level. However, the BTWD recommends a minimum 40 psi of water pressure for
customer satisfaction. The maximum elevation that can be provided at least 40 psi
of water pressure is approximately 150 feet above sea level.3 Map 3 – Public Sewer
and Water Facilities depicts large contiguous areas on the west side of the Town that
cannot be served by public water due to their elevation.

C. SLOPE:
3

Brunswick and Topsham Water District Master Plan, May 2020, p. 2-13.
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Map 1 – Topography provides a general sense of the varying slopes within the Town
as the closer the elevation contour lines are, the steeper the terrain. Map 4 – Slope
uses the elevation contour lines to calculate approximate slope percentages. It is
important to note that a high elevation does not necessarily correspond to a steep
slope, and vice versa. For example, on Map 1 – Topography, the elevation of the area
just south of Brackett Road is a darker shade of green, meaning it has an overall
higher elevation, in comparison to the lighter green area near Bunganuc Point.
However, on Map 4 – Slope, the area just south of Brackett Road is sloped less than
the area near Bunganuc Point. This is because the area just south of Brackett Road
transitions from 220 to 280 feet above sea level over a wide horizontal distance
whereas the elevations near Bunganuc Point transition from zero feet (0’) above sea
level to 40 feet above sea level over a short horizontal distance.
Development on steep slopes is to be avoided as it may result in erosion that poses a
risk not only to the integrity of a structure but also increases the amount of
sedimentation introduced to the natural drainage system. In their book
Comprehensive Planning: A Manual for Maine Communities, the authors, Evan Richert
and Sylvia Most, consider slopes between 15% to 25% significant development
constraints and slopes greater than 25% to be severe development constraints. 4
Other development constraints associated with slopes include a state prohibition on
the installation of septic systems on slopes greater than 20% and local street design
standards prohibiting the construction of public roads over eight percent (8%) and
private roads over ten percent (10%). Conversely, very flat areas with slopes less than
one percent (1%) can be a development constraint as water may not easily drain. The
steepest areas in Town are located primarily on the west side of the Town near
Bunganuc Landing, Oak Hill, Oak Hill and Rocky Hill. Slopes exceeding 25-30% can
also be located along some of the southern peninsulas such as Buttermilk Cove and
Howard Point.

D. TOPOGRAPHY’S IMPACT ON HISTORIC DEVELOPMENT PATTERN:
The local topography subtly guided European settlement of the area and its effect on
the Town’s pattern of development is still noticeable. The flat topography of the
geographic center of Town and its proximity to the Androscoggin River made the
area attractive for early commercial fishing and fur trading operations. A commercial
fishing operation was in place at Pejepscot Falls by 1673.5 The topography of the
Pejepscot Falls area also made it desirable for the location of a fort to serve as a
source of protection for commercial operations and future settlement. Although
4

Maine State Planning Office; Richert, Evan; and Most, Sylvia, "Comprehensive Planning: A Manual for Maine
Communities. 2005." (2005). State Planning Office. Paper 51. p. 32, http://digitalmaine.com/spo_docs/51
5
Watts, Doug. “Androscoggin River: A Brief History.” Maine Rivers, www.mainerivers.org/watershedprofiles/androscoggin-watershed/
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only briefly occupied, Fort Andros (later known as Pejepscot Fort) was established in
1688. The fort was located south of the existing structure now named Fort Andross.
In 1715, instead of repairing the old fort, a new fort, Fort George, was built in a
location north of the old fort and just south of the current Fort Andross. 6
In 1717, a 198-foot-wide road was laid out to connect Fort George to Maquoit Bay.
The road was commonly referred to as “12-Rod Road” (now named Maine Street) as
rods were a commonly used measurement unit at the time that are equivalent to
approximately 16.5 feet. The broad width of the road was to provide protection from
potential attacks staged from the heavily wooded areas on each side.7 The builders
of the road utilized the existing topography and followed the high ground in as
straight a line as possible.
The Androscoggin River’s potential to power an industrial revolution, and significant
growth of the Town, was first tapped into circa 1753 when a dam was built between
the Towns of Brunswick and Topsham. Commercial and industrial growth
accelerated as numerous textile and lumber mills were constructed along the
Androscoggin River, particularly along the segment from Lewiston to Brunswick. 8
Unfortunately, the mill dams were constructed without fish passages, effectively
ending commercial fishing operations along the river.
The need for housing for mill and supporting commercial use employees fueled
residential development in the surrounding area. There were only 19 houses in the
entire Town in 1743. By 1765, there were 173 families totaling 500 people. Most of
the early residents lived along the Twelve-Rod Road between Fort George and the
shoreline of Maquoit Bay. Although agriculture, fishing, and logging remained
important, the Town’s economy was based on manufacturing from this point in time
well into the 20th-century.9
Just outside of the Town’s historic commercial and industrial core, the flat
topography made it suitable for the establishment of a small airport, located on the
old Town Commons, in the 1930s. The airport was then expanded during World War
II and became the Brunswick Naval Air Station (BNAS).10 The subsequent decades of
use, with the exception of a period between October 1946 to March 1951, as a military
base and its permanent closure in 2011 also impacted the pattern of development in
ways that the Town is still addressing.

6

Brunswick, Maine 250 Years a Town 1739 – 1989. The Town of Brunswick, Maine, 1989, p. 32.
Ibid, p. 6.
8
Watts, Doug. “Androscoggin River: A Brief History.” Maine Rivers, www.mainerivers.org/watershedprofiles/androscoggin-watershed/
9
Brunswick, Maine 250 Years a Town 1739 – 1989. The Town of Brunswick, Maine, 1989, p. 63.
10
Ibid, p. 6.
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The completion of a highway from Cook’s Corner to Bath in 1937 brought access to
the flat land in the northeastern area of the Town. Much of the land was acquired by
Bath Iron Works (BIW) to accommodate the growth associated with the increased
demand for ships during World War II.11
Finally, the development of the residential subdivisions within the Mare Brook
subwatershed resulted in topographic alterations that drained headwater wetlands
and compromised riparian buffers. This, along with other factors, has contributed to
Mare Brook’s urban impaired stream status.

E. TOPOGRAPHY’S IMPACT ON FUTURE DEVELOPMENT PATTERN:
As referenced in Section II.B, the higher elevations in the west part of the Town make
it impossible to extend public water or sewer lines to the area, thus limiting future
development to low-density residential and low-intensity commercial uses that can
utilize private well and septic systems.
The varied terrain and narrow peninsulas to the south and east make the
development of new roads and the extension of public water or sewer lines in these
areas difficult due to technical and/or financial limitations.
The existing Growth Boundary excludes the above referenced areas and encircles the
generally flat geographic center of Town. The resulting Growth Area, and associated
residential, commercial, and industrial development, lies predominantly within the
Androscoggin River, Mare Brook, and New Meadows River watersheds.

F. DEVELOPMENT WITHIN TOWN WATERSHEDS: (THIS SECTION TO
BE UPDATED WITH MAPS SOON )
Map 5 – Development by Watershed (1/1/2009 – 3/1/2021) depicts locations of
buildings demolished and not replaced, residential rebuilds, new accessory
apartments, new single-family residential dwelling units, new multi-family
residential buildings, and new (or substantially improved) commercial buildings.
Specific development details by watershed include:

1. ANDROSCOGGIN RIVER WATERSHED:
Notable development trends and data include, but are not limited to:
a. 143 new single-family residential dwelling units.
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Ibid, p. 87.
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b. 160 new multi-family residential dwelling units.
c. 23 new accessory apartments.
d. Twelve (12) existing single-family residential dwelling units demolished and
replaced with new single-family residential dwelling units.
e. Approximately 690,000 square feet of new or substantially improved
assemble, commercial, educational, industrial, or institutional floor area.
f. Loss of 32 residential dwelling units due to factors such as the combining of
units within a multi-family building, commercial conversion, or fire.

2. HARRASEEKET RIVER SUBWATERSHED:
Notable development trends and data include, but are not limited to:
a. 38 new single-family residential dwelling units.
b. One (1) new accessory apartment.
c. Two (2) existing single-family dwelling units demolished and replaced with
new single-family dwelling units.
d. Approximately 9,950 square feet of new or substantially improved
commercial and light industrial floor area.
e. Demolition of two (2) residential dwelling units that have not been replaced.

3. MAQUOIT BAY SUBWATERSHED:
Notable development trends and data include, but are not limited to:
a. 102 new single-family residential dwelling units.
b. Nine (9) new accessory apartments.
c. Seven (7) existing single-family residential dwelling units demolished and
replaced with new single-family residential dwelling units.
d. Approximately 12,100 square feet of new or substantially improved assembly
and commercial floor area.
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e. Demolition of four (4) residential dwelling units that have not been replaced.

4. MARE BROOK SUBWATERSHED:
Recent notable development trends and data include, but are not limited to:
a. 124 new single-family residential dwelling units.
b. 17 new accessory apartments.
c. Seven (7) existing single-family residential dwelling units demolished and
replaced with new single-family residential dwelling units.
d. Approximately 534,000 square feet of new or substantially improved
assembly, commercial, educational, industrial, or institutional floor area.
e. Loss of three (3) residential dwelling units due to factors such as fire or
conversion from two- to single-family dwelling units.

5. MIDDLE BAY SUBWATERSHED:
Notable development trends and data include, but are not limited to:
a. 18 new single-family residential dwelling units.
b. Two (2) new accessory apartments.
c. Five (5) existing single-family residential dwelling units demolished and
replaced with new single-family residential dwelling units.
d. Demolition of one (1) single-family residential dwelling units that has not
been replaced.

6. NEW MEADOWS RIVER SUBWATERSHED:
Notable development trends and data include, but are not limited to:
a. 40 new single-family residential dwelling units.
b. Seven (7) new accessory apartments.
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c. Eight (8) existing single-family residential dwelling units demolished and
replaced with new single-family residential dwelling units.
d. Approximately 35,000 square feet of new or substantially improved
commercial floor area.
e.

7. ROYAL RIVER SUBWATERSHED:
Notable development trends and data include, but are not limited to:
a. 25 new single-family residential dwelling units.
b. One (1) accessory apartment.

G. SCENIC VIEWS:
Although the Town’s ridges and narrow peninsulas can make development difficult,
if not impossible, in certain parts of the Town; the topographic variation produces
many of the significant scenic views identified in the Town’s 2004 Parks, Recreation
and Open Space Plan’s Scenic Inventory (Appendix B). The general location of these
scenic features are depicted in Map 6 – Gateways, Scenic Viewpoints, and Scenic
Roads.

H. TOPOGRAPHIC CONSTRAINTS MAP:
Map 7 – Topographic Constraints depicts the following significant and severe
topographic constraints identified in Comprehensive Planning: A Manual for Maine
Communities.12

1. SIGNIFICANT CONSTRAINTS:
a. SLOPE OF 15-25%.
Although such slopes are located throughout the Town, the largest
concentration are located in the following areas: along the Androscoggin
River west of Interstate-295 (including Rocky Hill); along Bunganuc Stream;
Oak Hill near Mill Stream and the intersection of Highland and Hillside Roads;
the coastal area between Bunganuc and Wharton Points, Ridge Road just
12

Maine State Planning Office; Richert, Evan; and Most, Sylvia, "Comprehensive Planning: A Manual for Maine
Communities. 2005." (2005). State Planning Office. Paper 51. p. 32, http://digitalmaine.com/spo_docs/51
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west of the New Meadows River; Howard Point, and the east side of
Buttermilk Cove.
b. LAND AREAS WITHIN WATERSHEDS DIRECTLY TRIBUTARY TO A SOURCE OF
PUBLIC WATER SUPPLY.
These areas are depicted on Map X .
c. HIGH ELEVATIONS FROM WHICH SCENIC VIEW ARE I MPORTANT OR WHICH
THEMSELVES ARE HIGHLY SCENIC.
As the highest elevation within the Town is only 356 feet above sea level,
specific elevations from which scenic views are important or which
themselves are highly scenic are limited. However, as referenced in Section
II.G above and depicted on Map 6 – Gateways, Scenic Viewpoints, and Scenic
Roads, there are several scenic features within the Town’s 2004 Parks,
Recreation and Open Space Plan’s Scenic Inventory that are a result of
variations within local topography.

2. SEVERE CONSTRAINTS:
a. SLOPE > 25%.
Slopes greater than 25% are generally located in the same geographic areas
as those identified as the above referenced slopes (15-25%) that were
identified as significant constraints.
b. VERY FLAT AREAS.
FEMA’s 100-year floodplain boundaries are depicted on Map 7 – Topographic
Constraints as an indicator of the presence of flood-prone low-lying areas that
are not suitable for development. Other flat areas in Town that are not
suitable for development based on the presence of unsuitable soils or
wetlands are discussed later in the document.

III. SURFICIAL GEOLOGY AND SOILS
The bedrock underlying the Town is millions of years old. However, the surficial deposits
of till, sand, gravel, and other materials atop the bedrock are comparatively young as
they were formed during the retreat of large continental glaciers at the end of the last
Ice Age, approximately 12,000 years ago. Deglaciation exposed the Town’s peninsulas
to the east and south and produced large folds in the bedrock that resulted in the ridges
13

to the west. The Town’s geographic center, including Brunswick Landing, Downtown
Brunswick, and the Town Commons are part of a large, flat outwash plain with sand and
gravel deposits left behind during deglaciation.13
An understanding of local soils and their various characteristics such as texture, depth,
and drainage properties is important to the comprehensive planning process because
different soils have different compositions of clay, sand, and silt that make them less or
more suitable for specific land uses such as agriculture, forestry, or development.
Although agriculture and forestry are smaller sectors of the Town’s economy, a soils map
can assist in the identification of development constraints. Map 8 – Individual Soil Units
depicts the geographic distribution of the Town’s soils. For visual clarity, only soils
accounting for at least two percent (2%) of the Town’s total land mass are included. A
complete soil resource report of the Town, including a description of each soil’s
characteristics such as texture, depth, drainage, and consistency, in included as
Appendix C. The table below lists the myriad soils and their overall presence throughout
the Town.
Symbol – Map Unit Name

Acres

WmB – Windsor loamy sand, 0-8% slope
BuB - Lamoine silt loam, 3-8% slope
Sn - Scantic silt loam, 0-3% slope
HrC - Lyman-Tunbridge complex, 8-15% slope, rocky
BgB - Nicholville very fine sandy loam, 0-8% slope
HrB - Lyman-Tunbridge complex, 0-8% slope, rocky
BuC2 - Buxton silt loam, 8-15% slope
DeB - Deerfield loamy fine sand, 3-8% slope
Md - Made land
HsC - Lyman-Abram complex, 8-15% slope, rocky
SuE2 - Suffield silt loam, 24-45% slope, eroded
Au - Au Gres loamy sand
Wa - Walpole fine sandy loam
Others (53 different soil units)
Totals:

5,171.8
3,494.6
2,485.5
2,049.5
1,739.0
1,544.9
1,068.6
1,066.1
1,002.9
925.1
859.1
688.0
614.4
7,550.0
30,259.5

%
17.1%
11.5%
8.2%
6.8%
5.7%
5.1%
3.5%
3.5%
3.3%
3.1%
2.8%
2.3%
2.0%
25.1%
100.0%

A. SOIL ASSOCIATIONS:
The multitude of soils identified in Map 8 – Individual Soil Units can make it difficult
to understand the basic soil properties of an area. Instead, a soil association map is
useful for those who want a general knowledge of soils, to compare the soils of
different areas, or to know the location of large tracts of land that may be suitable for
a specific land use. Soil associations are defined by the United States Department of
Agriculture’s (USDA) Natural Resource Conservation Service (NRCS) as, “a group of
13
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soils or miscellaneous areas geographically associated in a characteristic repeating
pattern and defined and delineated as a single map unit.”14
A soils association map may be useful where the scale of a map does not allow the
identification of individual soil units or as a general guide in managing a watershed,
forested area, or wildlife area. However, a soils association map is not suitable for
more detailed activities such as farm management or site selection for a road or
building.15 Map 9 – Soil Associations depicts the two (major soils associations located
within the Town:

1. SUFFIELD-BROXTON-HOLLIS:
Deep, well-drained to somewhat poorly drained, gently sloping to steep,
medium-textured soils and ridges of shallow, somewhat excessively drained,
moderately coarse textured soils.
Located in the eastern and western border areas of the town and along the
frontage on the bays. These soils are related to marine deposits on gentle lower
slopes and glacial till on the ridges in the western areas of town. These soils are
particularly suitable for farming and tree growth. Their residential use is limited
by slow and very slow permeability and shallowness to bedrock – which affects
subsurface sewage disposal.16

2. WINDSOR-HINCKLEY-DEERFIELD:
Deep, excessively drained to moderately well drained, nearly level to steep,
coarse-textured soils.
Located in the central portion of the town. This originated from the relatively flat
outwash deposits of marine and alluvial origin. These soils are suited for tree
growth, but not as well suited for farming. Ground water contamination is of
particular concern on these soils because of the high-water table and rapid
permeability of the soil. Soils on outwash plains, particularly Hinckley soils, are a
good source of gravel.17

B. PRIME FARMLAND SOILS AND SOILS OF STATEWIDE IMPORTANCE:
Prime farmland soil is defined as:
14
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Land that has the best combination of physical and chemical characteristics for
producing food, feed, forage, fiber, and oilseed crops, and is also available for these
uses. It has the soil quality, growing season and moisture supply needed to
economically produce sustained yields of crops when treated and managed,
including water management, according to acceptable farming methods. 18
Soils of Statewide Importance are defined as, “those that are nearly prime farmland
and that economically produce high yields of crops when treated and managed
according to acceptable farming methods.” Appendix D includes the criteria by
which each category is identified.
Map 10 – Prime Farmland Soils and Soils of State Importance depicts that nearly half
(45.8%) of the Town’s total land area is composed of Soils of Statewide Importance.
However, only 3.1% of the Town’s total land area is identified as prime farmland.
Aside from some areas located within the Growth Area along the Androscoggin
River, most of the prime farmland is located in the west and southwest parts of the
Town.
The prime farmland within Town, in order of prevalence, includes the following
individual soil units:
Symbol - Map Unit Name
PbB – Paxton fine sandy loam, 3-8% slopes
WrB – Woodbridge fine sandy loam, 0-8% slopes
EmB – Elmwood fine sandy loam, 0-8% slopes
Py – Podunk fine sandy loam, 0-3% slopes, occasionally flooded
On – Ondawa fine sandy loam, 0-3% slopes, occasionally flooded
PkB – Peru fine sandy loam, 3-8% slopes
Totals:

Acres
311.4
242.0
166.4
99.1
71.4
34.2
924.5

% of Town
1.0%
0.8%
0.5%
0.3%
0.2%
0.1%
3.1%

Acres
5,171.8
3,494.6
1,739.1
1,544.9
1,066.1
222.7
194.8
193.7
168.7

% of Town
17.1%
11.5%
5.7%
5.1%
3.5%
0.7%
0.6%
0.6%
0.6%

Soils of Statewide Importance, in order of prevalence, include:
Symbol - Map Unit Name
WmB – Windsor loamy sand, 0-8% slopes
BuB – Lamoine silt loam, 3-8% slopes
BgB – Nicholville very fine sandy loam, 0-8% slopes
HrB – Lyman-Tunbridge complex, 0-8% slopes
DeB – Deerfield loamy sand, 3-8% slopes
HlB – Hinckley loamy sand, 3-8% slopes
HfB – Hartland very fine sandy loam, 3-8% slopes
PbC – Paxton fine sandy loam, 8-15% slopes
DeA – Deerfield loamy fine sand, 0-3% slopes
18
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MeC – Melrose fine sandy loam, 8-15% slopes
LyB – Lyman loam, 3-8% slopes
HgB – Hermon sandy loam, 3-8% slopes
WrC – Woodbridge fine sandy loam, 8-15% slopes
HnB – Hinckley-Suffield complex, 3-8% slopes
Totals:

33.8
11.1
5.7
4.1
2.0
13,853.1

0.1%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
45.8%

C. PRIME WOODLAND SOILS:
Cumberland County soils have been categorized into 24 distinct “woodland groups”
according to their characteristics that affect tree (white pine, spruce fir, and northern
hardwoods) growth and the management of woodland stands. Each woodland
group is assigned a “woodland productivity class” between one (highest potential
productivity) and six (lowest potential productivity). Maine is located too far north to
have soils woodland productivity classes one and two. Therefore, woodland
productivity class three is considered “excellent,” and class four is considered “good.”
19

Slightly more than one-third (34.4%) of the Town’s total land area is composed of
excellent or good soils for woodland productivity. Map 11 – Prime Woodland Soils
depicts the location of said woodland groups.
Woodland
Group
3o1

3r1
3r2
3r3

4o1

4w1

4d1

19

Group Description
Deep, well drained and moderately well drained, nearly level to
moderately sloping, medium-textured and moderately coarse
textured, non-stony and stony soils that have a high available
water capacity.
Deep, well drained and moderately well drained, moderately
sloping, medium-textured, eroded soils that have a high
available water capacity.
Deep, well-drained, strongly sloping, medium-textured,
eroded soils that have a high available water capacity.
Deep, well-drained, strongly sloping, moderately coarse
textured, non-stony and stony soils that have a high available
water capacity.
Deep, well-drained to somewhat poorly drained, nearly level to
moderately sloping, medium-textured to coarse-textured soils
that have high to low available water capacity.
Deep, poorly drained to somewhat poorly drained, nearly level,
medium-textured to coarse-textured soils that have a high
water table and are excessively wet during much of the year.
Shallow, somewhat excessively drained, gently sloping to
moderately sloping, moderately coarse textured soils that
have a low available water capacity.

Acres

% of
Town

3,212.4

10.6%

422.4

1.4%

225.1

0.7%

2.3

0.0%

4,834.6

16.0%

1,560.9

5.2%

75.6

0.3%

United States Department of Agriculture. Soil Survey Cumberland County, Maine. U.S. Government Printing
Office, 1972. p. 48
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4s1

4x3

Deep, well-drained to somewhat excessively drained, gently
sloping to moderately sloping, moderately coarse textured,
non-stony and very stony soils that have a low available water
capacity.
Deep, well-drained to somewhat excessively drained,
moderately sloping to strongly sloping, moderately coarse
textured, extremely stony soils that have a low available water
capacity.
Totals:

6.6

0.0%

72.8

0.2%

10,412.7

34.4%

D. HYDRIC SOILS:
As the name suggests, hydric soils are those that are often saturated due to having a
high water table. Their presence is one of three (3) essential characteristics, along
with hydrophytic vegetation and wetland hydrology, of a wetland. Saturated soils
become anaerobic as water pushes oxygen out of the spaces between the soil
particles. Therefore, hydric soils are not conducive to the growth of terrestrial plants
and support hydrophytic plants such as sedges, eelgrass, and red maple trees.20
Map 12 – Hydric Soils depicts the geographic distribution of hydric soils within the
Town. The hydric soils, in order of prevalence, includes the following individual soil
units:
Symbol - Map Unit Name
Sn – Scantic silt loam, 0-3% slopes
Au – Au Gres loamy sand
Wa – Walpole fine sandy loam
Tm – Pemaquid, Todds Point, and Damiriscotta soils, 0-2% slopes
Sp – Sebago mucky peat
Sz – Swanton fine sandy loam
Ls – Limerick-Saco silt loams
So – Scarboro sandy loam
Ru – Rumney fine sandy loam, 0-3% slopes, frequently flooded
Bo – Biddeford mucky peat, 0-3% slopes
RbA – Ridgebury fine sandy loam, 0-3% slopes
Wg – Whately fine sandy loam
Sd – Saugatuck loamy sand
RgA – Ridgebury very stony fine sandy loam, 0-3% slopes
Totals:

Acres

% of Town

2,485.6
688.0
614.5
395.8
352.6
172.7
124.0
101.9
78.0
68.5
22.9
19.4
17.6
16.0
5,157.5

8.2%
2.3%
2.0%
1.3%
1.2%
0.6%
0.4%
0.3%
0.3%
0.2%
0.1%
0.1%
0.1%
0.1%
17.0%

E. SOILS WITH POTENTIAL FOR LOW-DENSITY DEVELOPMENT:

20

Randolph, John. Environmental Land Use Planning and Management. Washington D.C., Island Press, 2004, pp.
319 and 540
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Soil properties can influence the development of building sites, including site
selection, structural design, construction methods, performance after construction,
and maintenance.21 Information pertaining to a soil’s potential for development is
available for single-family homes of three (3) stories or less without basements,
single-family of three (3) stories or less with basements, and small commercial
buildings less than three (3) stories without basements. An individual soil unit’s
potential for development is classified into three (3) categories:

1. NOT LIMITED:
The soil has features that are very favorable for the specified use. Good
performance and very low maintenance can be expected.

2. SOMEWHAT LIMITED:
The soil has features that are moderately favorable for the specified use. The
limitations can be overcome or minimized by special planning, design, or
installation. Fair performance and moderate maintenance can be expected.

3. VERY LIMITED:
The soils has one or more features that are unfavorable for the specified use. The
limitation generally cannot be overcome without major soil reclamation, special
design, or expensive installation procedures.22
Map 13 – Soils with Potential for Dwellings without Basements depicts the geographic
distribution of the Town’s soils among the three (3) rating categories:
Rating

Acres

Not Limited
Somewhat Limited
Very Limited
Other (Cut and Fill, Gravel Pit, Man Made)
Totals:

% of Town

5,931.9
6,509.7
16,427.0
1,423.9

19.6%
21.5%
54.2%
4.7%

30,292.5

100.0%

Map 14 – Soils with Potential for Dwellings with Basements depicts the geographic
distribution of the Town’s soils among the three (3) rating categories:
Rating
Not Limited

Acres
5,602.1

% of Town
18.5%
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Somewhat Limited
Very Limited
Other (Cut and Fill, Gravel Pit, Man Made)
Totals:

1,615.6
21,650.9
1,423.9
30,292.5

5.3%
71.5%
4.7%
100.0%

Map 15 – Soils with Potential for Small Commercial Buildings without Basements
depicts the geographic distribution of the Town’s soils among the three (3) rating
categories:
Rating
Not Limited
Somewhat Limited
Very Limited
Other (Cut and Fill, Gravel Pit, Man Made)
Totals:

Acres
0.0
9,383.8
19,484.8
1,423.9
30,292.5

% of Town
0.0%
31.0%
64.3%
4.7%
100.0%

F. SOIL CONSTRAINTS AND OPPORTUNITIES:
Comprehensive Planning: A Manual for Maine Communities recommends the
identification of the greatest constraints to, and best opportunities for,
development.

1. LOW DEVELOPMENT POTENTIAL SOIL CHARACTERISTICS:
a. FLOOD PRONE .
FEMA’s 100-year floodplain boundaries depict those areas susceptible to
flooding.
b. WET (POORLY DRAINED).
An individual soil unit with a Capability Subclass designated as “w” indicates
that water in or on the soil interferes with plant or cultivation. Soils with
designated with a “w” and described as “poorly drained” or “very poorly
drained” are included in Map 16 – Soil Constraints. Of the approximately 5,159
acres of poorly or very poorly drained soils within the Town approximately
28.6& (1,474 acres) were located within the Growth Area.

20

However, in some instances, artificial drainage may be able to alleviate the
constraint.23 Map 16 – Soil Constraints includes the location of the Town’s
stormwater management facilities to indicate areas where issues pertaining
to poorly drained soils may be alleviated.
c. IMPERMEABLE OR E XCESSIVELY PERMEABLE.
In reference to the Cumberland County Soil Survey, impermeable surfaces
located within the Town include “made land,” such as large portions of
Brunswick Landing, and “gravel pits.”
Areas identified as excessively permeable by the Cumberland County Soil
Survey include coastal beaches, dune land, and individual soil units identified
by the Cumberland County Soil Survey as “excessively drained.”24
Of the 7,726 acres of combined excessively permeable and impermeable
surfaces within the Town, approximately 66& (5,079 acres) are located within
the Growth Area. Furthermore, approximately 45% of the total Growth Area
consists of excessively drained soils.
d. WATER TABLE LESS THAN SEVEN INCHES (7”) FROM SURFACE .
Individual soil units with a water table depth less than seven inches (7”) often
overlap individual soil units that are considered to be excessively drained.
Such soils are distributed throughout the Town, but notable concentrations
are located in the southwest part of the Town near Collins Brook, the
northwest part of the Town near Brackett Road, in the central part of the
Town near Baribeau Drive and McKeen Street, west of Harpswell Road and
north of Middle Bay Road, and the east part of the Town near Thomas Point
and Bath Roads.
e. BEDROCK LESS THAN 15” FROM S URFACE .
Similar to individual soil units with a water table less than seven inches (7”)
from the surface, individual soil units with bedrock less than 15” from the
surface are distributed throughout the Town. Large concentrations of such
individual soil units are located west of Interstate-295, along Highland and
Hillside Roads, north of Bunganuc Road, just west of the Brunswick Executive
Airport, the Buttermilk Mountain area south to Princes Point, along Gurnet
Road to Buttermilk Point, along Meadows and Woodward Point Roads, and
along the New Meadows River.
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f. STEEP SLOPE (GREATER THAN 25%).
As referenced in Section III.C, the steepest areas in Town are located primarily
on the west side of the Town near Bunganuc Landing, Oak Hill, and Rocky Hill.
Slopes exceeding 25% can also be located along some of the southern
peninsulas such as Buttermilk Cove and Howard Point.

2. HIGHEST DEVELOPMENT POTENTIAL SOIL CHARACTERISTICS:
Map 17 – Soils with Development Opportunities depicts those areas within Town
with the greatest potential for development based on the presence of one (1) or
more of the following characteristics:
a. DOES NOT FLOOD.
FEMA’s 100-year floodplain boundaries are depicted on Map 17 – Soils with
Development Opportunities to identify those areas outside of the floodplain.
b. NOT WET (WELL DRAINED).
Individual soil units identified as “well drained” by the web soil survey are
depicted on Map 17 – Soils with Development Opportunities. Such soils are
distributed throughout the Town, however, there is a notable lack of well
drained soils within the Town’s Growth Area. Of the approximately 5,294
acres of well drained soil within the Town, only approximately 10.4% (550
acres) are located within the Growth Area.
c. DEEP WATER TABLE (GREATER THAN 30”).
Individual soil units with a depth to water table greater than 30” often overlap
individual soil units that are considered to be well drained. Such soils are
distributed throughout the Town, but notable concentrations are located in
the part of Town west of Interstate-295, the Growth Area in the central part
of the Town, and the northeast corner of the Town near Merrymeeting Bay.
The Growth Area is of particular interest because although it has large areas
of soils with deep water tables, which is conducive to development, it also has
large areas of excessively drained soils that are not ideal for development
purposes.
d. BEDROCK GREATER THAN 60” FROM SURFACE.
Most of the Town’s individual soil units have depth to bedrock greater than
60”. The ratio between individual soil units with a depth to bedrock greater
22

than 60” to individual soil units with depth to bedrock less than 15” is
approximately 4.6:1. Alone this figure would indicate that the Town has a lot
of area that could be considered developable, however, the amount and
location of excessively drained, poorly drained, and very poorly drained
individual soil units identified on Map 16 – Soil Constraints renders much of
the deep bedrock areas less than desirable for development opportunities,
especially within the Growth Area.

3. SOIL CONSTRAINTS MAP:
As recommended in Comprehensive Planning: A Manual for Maine Communities,
Map 18 – Soil Constraints depicts the following significant and severe soil
constraints.
a. SIGNIFICANT SOIL CONSTRAINTS .
(i)

P RIME F ARMLAND S OILS .
Although the amount of prime farmland soil within the Town is
limited, especially within the Growth Area, there are some conflicts
between such soils and soils that are considered conducive to
development. This includes areas identified on Map 17 – Soils with
Development Opportunities as well drained soils, soils with a water
table more than 30” from the surface, and/or soils with a depth to
bedrock greater than 60”. The Town’s requirement that a soil survey
be submitted as part of a development review application should help
protect the prime farmland soils from development.
A conflict exists between prime farmland soils, which are to be
protected, and soils with a water table depth greater than 30”, which
are a soil characteristic desirable for development. Approximately
69% (648 acres) of the 936 total acres of prime farmland soils also have
a depth to water table greater than 30”. Most of the soils that have
both properties are located in the west part of the Town, especially the
area west of Interstate-295.
A second conflict exists between prime farmland soils and soils with
the desirable development characteristic of having a depth to bedrock
greater than 60”. All (100%) of the prime farmland have a depth to
bedrock greater than 60”.
There is limited overlap, approximately 300 acres, among prime
farmland soils and soils identified as being “not limited” for residential
23

development with no basement. There is no overlap between prime
farmland soils and residential development with basement or small
commercial buildings without basements.
(ii)

P RIME W OODLAND S OILS .
As indicated in Section III.B, approximately 12.7% of the Town’s total
land area is categorized as “excellent” for woodland growth and
approximately 21.7% is categorized “good” for woodland growth.
Map 18 – Soil Constraints depicts only those soils identified as
excellent. Of the 3,862 acres of excellent woodland soils, only
approximately 10% (387 acres) are located within the Growth Area.
Establishing new and maintaining and enforcing existing
development standards within the Rural Area should help protect the
Town’s prime woodland soils from development.
A conflict exists between the protection of prime woodland soils and
soils identified as having high development potential due to being
categorized as “well drained” because approximately 35% of the prime
woodland soils are also well drained. A majority of the soils with both
characteristics located in the west half of the Town, especially the area
west of Interstate-295.
A similar conflict exists where 42% of prime woodland soils also have
the desirable characteristic of having a depth to water table greater
than 30”. Like the soils that are categorized as prime woodland and
well drained, the prime woodland soils with a depth to water table
greater than 30” are also primarily located in the west half of the Town,
especially the area west of Interstate-295.
A third conflict exists between prime woodland soils and soils with a
depth to bedrock greater than 60”, another desirable soil
characteristic for development, because all (100%) of the prime
woodland soils have a depth to bedrock greater than 60”.
Finally, similar to prime farmland soils, there is limited overlap,
approximately 500 acres, among prime woodland soils and soils
identified as being “not limited” for residential development with no
basement. These areas are all located in the west part of the Town,
especially west of Interstate-295. There are slightly less than 200
acres of land where the soils are categorized as both prime farmland
soils and soils suitable for residential development with a basement.
These areas are also located mostly west of Interstate-295. There is
no overlap between prime woodland soils and soils identified as
suitable for small commercial buildings without basements.
24

(iii)

E XCESSIVELY D RAINED S OILS .
Approximately 22% of the Town’s total land area is categorized as
having excessively drained soils, which are not ideal for development.
Unfortunately, most of the excessively drained soils are located within
the Town’s Growth Area. Approximately 62% of the Growth Area’s
total land area consists of excessively drained soils.

b. SEVERE SOIL CONSTRAINTS .
(i)

H YDRIC S OILS .
As indicated in Section III.D approximately 17% of the Town’s total
land area is categorized as having hydric soils. Of those 5,157 acres of
hydric soils, approximately 29% (1,475 acres) are located within the
Growth Area, meaning that approximately 16.5% of the Growth Area
is undevelopable just due to the presence of hydric soils.
The only conflict between hydric soils and soils with characteristics
desirable for development is that all of the hydric soils (100%) also
have a depth to bedrock greater than 60”.

25

IV. WATER RESOURCES: SURFACE WATERS
Although the State of Maine has maintained a water classification system since the
1950s, the federal Water Pollution Control Act, also known as the Clean Water Act (CWA)
of 1972 requires states to, “characterize the baseline quality or status of waters,
understand water quality trends, and determine what factors or stressors may be
influencing water quality.” 25 The Maine Department of Environmental Protection’s
(DEP) current water quality classification program was enacted in 1986 (38 M.R.S §§ 464470) with a purpose to, “restore and maintain the chemical, physical, and biological
integrity of the State’s water and to preserve certain pristine State waters.” 26 The
classification system sets water quality goals, helps protect waters that meet said goals,
and provides guidance to improve waters that do not meet the goals. According to the
Maine Department of Environmental Protection (DEP), “the classification system should
be viewed as a hierarchy of risk, more than one of use or quality, the risk being the
possibility of a breakdown of the ecosystem and loss of use due to either natural or
human-caused events.” 27 Waters protected by the classification program include
estuarine and marine waters, lakes, rivers and streams, wetlands, and groundwater.
The water classification program has four (4) classes for freshwater rivers and streams
(AA, A, B, and C), three (3) classes for estuarine and marine waters (SA, SB, and SC), and
one (1) class for lakes and ponds (GPA). A waterbody’s classification is determined by
the evaluation of three (3) criteria, and it must meet all of them to attain its assigned
water quality goal.28
1. Designated uses.
38 M.R.S § 464 states that a designated use means, “the use specified in water
quality standards for each water body or segment.” Designated uses include:
aquatic life use support; drinking water supply after disinfection / treatment;
fishing; navigation, hydropower, agricultural / industrial supply; and recreation in
and on the water. Aquaculture and shellfish propagation and harvest are two (2)
additional designated uses specific to estuarine and marine waters.29
2. Chemical and physical criteria.
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Examples of chemical and physical criteria include but are not limited to ambient
water quality characteristics such as pH and temperature, bacteria, color,
conductivity, dissolved oxygen, nutrients, and suspended solids.30
3. Biological criteria.
Maine began a standardized biological monitoring, or biomonitoring, program in
1983 and its incorporation into the 1986 water quality classification program
made it the first state to adopt specific aquatic life standards for each water
classification. The DEP emphasizes the use of biomonitoring as a preferable
measure of impact on surface waters because it is effective at identifying a wide
range of biological, chemical, and physical water quality stressors. Biomonitoring
relies on the diversity and quantity of aquatic benthic macroinvertebrates (e.g.,
dragonfly and stonefly larvae, snails, leaches, etc.) in a waterbody to determine
the level to which it can support aquatic life. By comparing the composition of
macroinvertebrate samples at a sampling station to the composition of pollutionfree samples it is possible to determine if, or to what extent, pollution is causing
ecological damage.31
The DEP also monitors surface water quality through biomonitoring “fate
measurements” such as tissue contamination levels which can evaluate biological
uptake and transfer of contaminants.32
Per 38 M.R.S §§ 464, the Maine Department of Environmental Protection (DEP) must
review the classification system and its associated standards at least once every three (3)
years. Although the review is prepared by the DEP and then forwarded to the Maine
Board of Environmental Protection for their recommendations, it is ultimately the State
Legislature that assigns the water quality classifications. The DEP began the public input
phase of their ongoing triennial review on April 26, 2021. The review is anticipated to be
completed in 2022.33

A. SURFACE WATER QUALITY ASSESSMENT PROGRAMS AND DATA
1. INTEGRATED WATER QUALITY MONITORING AND ASSESSMENT REPORT
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As a requirement of the CWA, states must complete an Integrated Water Quality
Monitoring and Assessment Report to the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
(EPA) every even-numbered year. The report is commonly referred to as an
Integrated Report (IR), 305(b) report, or 303(d) list as they refer to the
requirements established in each respective section of the CWA. The 303(d) list
identifies impaired waters not meeting criteria for at least one (1) of their
designated uses such as drinking water, aquatic life support, fishing, or
recreation.34
Overall, the report analyzes water quality data collected by the DEP as well as
other federal, state, and regional agencies in order to evaluate its compliance, or
lack thereof, with the DEP’s water classification program. As of September 2021,
the DEP’s 2016 IR is the most recent water quality assessment submitted to the
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). Due to the DEP falling behind on
IR submissions, the 2016 IR was an abbreviated report, “in which only
assessments for lakes/ponds and wetlands were updated based on two years’
worth of data; for rivers/streams and estuarine/marine waters, assessments were
updated for only a few select waterbodies, also based on 2013-2014 data.” 35
According to the DEP, the next IR will combine 2018, 2020, and 2022 data and
should be published circa mid-2022.36
The 2016 IR was the first year in which the DEP participated in the EPA’s new
program framework to identify and prioritize water bodies for restoration and
protection, named “A Long-Term Vision for Assessment, Restoration, and
Protection Under the Clean Water Act Section of 303(d) Program (the Vision).”
The subsequent list of high priority waters for water quality planning efforts was
approved by the State in May 2016. The approved “vision” did not include any
waters located within the Town.37

2. SURFACE WATER AMBIENT TOXIC (SWAT) REPORT
Established in 1993, the SWAT Monitoring Program was enacted to, “determine
the nature, scope, and severity of toxic contamination in the surface waters and
fisheries of the State.”38 Specifically, the SWAT Report:
34
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must incorporate testing for suspected toxic contamination in biological tissue
and sediment; may include testing of the water column; and must include
biomonitoring and the monitoring of the health of individual organisms that may
serve as indicators of toxic contamination. The program must collect data
sufficient to support assessment of the risks to human ecological health posed
by the direct and indirect discharge of toxic contaminants.39
A new SWAT Report is to be completed every two (2) years. As of May 2022, the
DEP’s 2019-2020 SWAT Program Report is the most recent published report.

3. TOTAL MAXIMUM DAILY LOAD (TMDL) REPORTS
Waters identified as impaired on the 3030(d) list are required to have TMDLs
developed for them if the impairment is due to a pollutant. The purpose of a
TMDL is to calculate the amount of a pollutant waters can assimilate before
exceeding water quality standards or designated uses. A pollutant load is then
assigned to specific sources to ensure impaired waterbodies can meet their
respective water quality standards. 40 Three (3) statewide TMDLs have been
approved since 2009, one each for bacteria, nonpoint source pollution (NPS), and
impervious cover.

B. TOWN SURFACE WATER QUALITY ASSESSMENTS
1. LAKE AND POND WATER QUALITY ASSESSMENTS
The DEP has only one water quality classification for great ponds, natural lakes,
and ponds less than ten (10) acres in size, GPA. According to 38 M.R.S § 465A(1)(A):
a. Class GPA waters must be of such quality that they are suitable for the
designated uses of drinking water after disinfection, recreation in and on the
water, fishing, agriculture, industrial process and cooling water supply,
hydroelectric power generation, navigation and as habitat for fish and other
aquatic life. The habitat must be characterized as natural.41
According to the State, the term great pond means, “any inland bodies of water
which in a natural state have a surface area in excess of ten (10) acres and any
39
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inland bodies of water artificially formed or increased which have a surface area
in excess of 30 acres.”42 Based on the criterion, there are no great ponds within
the Town.
Although they do not meet the definition of a great pond, Coffin Pond, located
between River Road and the Androscoggin River, and Coffin’s Ice Pond, located
west of Harpswell Road near Hambleton Avenue, are important community
assets as they are Town-managed areas that offer a variety of recreational
activities such as swimming, hiking, and ice skating. Other Town ponds include
Baxter Pond, a small pond located north of Baxter Lane and just south of where
Mare Brook crosses Harpswell Road, and Thompson Pond, a small pond created
by an impoundment located near the General Dynamics Bath Iron Works
Harding’s Facility off Bath Road. In December 2019, the Town received a
donation of 163 acres of land from Maine Gravel Services, Inc. that includes a
large water-filled sandpit that is to be used for public recreation.

2. RIVER AND STREAM WATER QUALITY ASSESSMENT AND CLASSIFICATION
The DEP monitors river and stream water quality classification attainment
through their Biological Monitoring Program and Volunteer River Monitoring
Program (VRMP). The VRMP provides technical assistance to watershed groups
and has a standardized process, governed by a Quality Assurance Project Plan
(QAPP), for water quality monitoring by volunteer groups. Data collected
includes physical and chemical indicators such as dissolved oxygen (DO) levels,
temperature, pH, alkalinity, suspended solids, bacteria, nutrients, and
conductivity. The VRMP also provides training, volunteer certification, data
archiving, and an annual water quality report. 43 The data collected by the
Biological Monitoring Program and VRMP is then incorporated into the biennial
IR and other documents. The DEP may also assess river and stream water quality
through comprehensive studies and modeling of specific rivers and streams that
inform waste load allocation and total maximum daily load (TMDL) standards.
The DEP classifies rivers and streams into four (4) categories: AA, A, B, or C.
According to 38 M.R.S § 465, the categories are defined as:
1. Class AA waters. Class AA should be the highest classification and shall be
applied to waters which are outstanding natural resources and which should
be preserved because of their ecological, social, scenic or recreational
importance.
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A. Class AA waters must be of such quality that they are suitable for the
designated uses of drinking water after disinfection, fishing, agriculture,
recreation in and on the water, navigation and as habitat for fish and
other aquatic life. The habitat must be characterized as free-flowing and
natural.
2. Class A waters. Class A shall be the 2nd highest classification.
A. Class A waters must be of such quality that they are suitable for the
designated uses of drinking water after disinfection; fishing; agriculture;
recreation in and on the water; industrial process and cooling water
supply; hydroelectric power generation, except as prohibited under Title
12, section 403; navigation; and as habitat for fish and other aquatic life.
The habitat must be characterized as natural.
3. Class B waters. Class B shall be the 3rd highest classification.
A. Class B waters must be of such quality that they are suitable for the
designated uses of drinking water supply after treatment; fishing;
agriculture; recreation in and on the water; industrial process and cooling
water supply; hydroelectric power generation, except as prohibited
under Title 12, section 403; navigation; and as habitat for fish and other
aquatic life. The habitat must be characterized as unimpaired.
4. Class C waters. Class C shall be the 4th highest classification.
A. Class C waters must be of such quality that they are suitable for the
designated uses of drinking water supply after treatment; fishing;
agriculture; recreation in and on the water; industrial process and cooling
water supply; hydroelectric power generation, except as prohibited
under Title 12, section 403; navigation; and as a habitat for fish and other
aquatic life.44
As seen on Map 19 – Maine DEP Water Quality Classifications all of the Town’s
rivers and streams, with the exception of the Androscoggin River and Mare Brook
(see below), are designated as Class B waters.
a. ANDROSCOGGIN RIVER
The Androscoggin River is historically known for its high levels of pollution.
At one point in the 1960s it was ranked as one of the ten (10) most polluted
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rivers in the U.S.45 In 2009, an amendment to L.D. 330, An Act to Change the
Classification of Certain Waters of the State, required the DEP to, “establish
and implement a water quality sampling program for the lower Androscoggin
River from Gulf Island Dam to the line formed by the extension of the BathBrunswick boundary across Merrymeeting Bay in a northwesterly
direction.”46 The purpose of the sampling program was to collect additional
water quality data to determine if above referenced section of the
Androscoggin River, “meets, or can reasonably be expected to meet, the
criteria for reclassification from Class C to B.” 47 Relevant water quality
assessment data sources for the Androscoggin River include:
(i)

L OWER A NDROSCOGGIN R IVER M ODELING R EPORT AND F IELD S TUDY
The DEP completed the Lower Androscoggin River (defined as the
segment of the river between the Pejepscot Dam and the BrunswickTopsham Dam) Modeling Report and Field Study in the summer of
2010. The report supported the reclassification of the river from Class
C to Class B. However, the Board of Environmental Protection BEP
and State Legislature did not agree with all of the report’s findings and
did not recommend the upgrade to Class C waters. Instead, a Resolve
was passed by the State Legislature directing the DEP to accelerate
water quality monitoring and modeling so that the proposal could be
reevaluated in the future.
The subsequent water quality modeling suggested that Class B status
could not be met as the Brunswick hydroelectric dam and associated
fish passage fails to support the American shad, an indigenous fish
species, as required by law. 48 However, the DEP’s ongoing 2021
triennial review again includes a proposal from the Friends of
Merrymeeting Bay and Grow Lewiston/Auburn to upgrade the
Androscoggin River segment from Gulf Island Pond to Merrymeeting
Bay from Class C to Class B waters.

(ii)

TMDL R EPORTS
Approved on September 27, 2012, the statewide impervious cover
TMDL is intended to address “urban stream syndrome” present in
several small urban streams. Urban stream syndrome is associated
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with biological impairments due, “primarily to a combination of
pollutant (temperature, low dissolved oxygen, heavy metals) and nonpollutant aquatic life stressors (such as impaired stream habitat and
altered hydrology) related to stormwater runoff from developed
areas.” 49 The DEP used the demonstrable relationship between
increased percentage of total impervious cover to decreased stream
health to establish the TMDL target for improved water quality.
The impervious cover TMDL resulted in three (3) of the Town’s
unnamed Androscoggin River tributaries being delisted.
1. Unnamed Tributary to the Androscoggin River (near Jordan
Avenue) – Station 643
The unnamed tributary flows from a wetland near Wadsworth
Road, crossed Jordan Avenue, then flows parallel to U.S. Route 1
before emptying into the Androscoggin River north of Brunswick
Auto Recycling. The unnamed tributary is characterized by a large
percentage (70%) of developed area with absorbent wetlands and
forests surrounding the stream itself.50
2. Unnamed Tributary to the Androscoggin River (near River Road) –
Station 641
The unnamed tributary flows from a wetland area between Old
Portland Road and Interstate-295 through the Brunswick
Industrial Park then roughly parallel to Pleasant Street (U.S. Route
1) before emptying into the Androscoggin River to the northwest
of Riverside Cemetery. The unnamed tributary is characterized by
several Pleasant Street storm drain connections, exposed tree
roots, and an unstable streambank. The TMDL Assessment
Summary for the unnamed tributary includes a list of six (6)
locations for potential site-specific stormwater management best
management practices (BMPs).51
3. Unnamed Tributary to the Androscoggin River (near Water Street)
– Station 642
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The unnamed tributary flows north from Charles Court, crosses
Columbus Drive and U.S. Route 1, and traverses a small, forested
area before entering the Androscoggin River near Water Street.
The unnamed tributary is characterized by a high level of
developed area (94%) that is mostly of a high intensity.52
(iii)

I NTEGRATED R EPORT (IR) D ATA AND F INDINGS
The 2010 IR listed the Androscoggin River as impaired by a nonpollutant, the Brookfield Renewable Energy hydroelectric dam that
cross the Brunswick-Topsham municipal boundary.53 The 2012, 2014,
2016, 2018, and 2020 IRs were consistent in their description of the
river’s impaired status.

(iv)

SWAT P ROGRAM R EPORT D ATA AND F INDINGS
No monitoring was conducted as part of the 2020 SWEAT report along
the Androscoggin within Town. As part of the biomonitoring data
collected for the 2013 SWAT Report, the DEP monitored one (1) Town
site within the Androscoggin River basin.
1. Unnamed Stream (2) – Station 641
Located downstream of River Road in a developed part of the
Town, the DEP determined that this unnamed first order stream
did not attain its Class B water quality goal. Furthermore, it did not
even meet the minimum Class C criteria for aquatic life. 54
However, this unnamed tributary to the Androscoggin River was
removed from the 303(d) list of impaired waters due to the above
referenced statewide impervious cover TMDL approved in 2012.
As part of the data collected for the 2017-2018 SWAT Report, the DEP
monitored two (2) Town sites (different from the 2013 SWAT Report)
within the part of the Androscoggin River basin.
1. Unnamed Stream (4) – Station 643
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Located north of Bath Road, crossing Jordan Avenue, and south of
the Androscoggin River, the DEP determined that this unnamed
first order stream did not attain the minimum Class C criteria for
aquatic life. 55 Like the unnamed stream referenced above, this
unnamed tributary to the Androscoggin River was also removed
from the 303(d) list of impaired waters due to the impervious cover
TMDL.
2. Androscoggin River Station 954
Located below Pejepscot Dam and in the northwest corner of the
Town across from Pejepscot Village Main Street in the Town of
Topsham, the DEP determined that this location exceeded its
Class C waters classification and met the criteria to be designated
Class A.56
b. MARE BROOK.
Due to its urban impaired stream status, several studies and projects have
been completed in the Mare Brook Subwatershed.
(i)

M ARE B ROOK B ASELINE AND B EST M ANAGEMENT P RACTICES R EPORT
In 2015 the Town received a Coastal Communities Grant to fund a
preliminary baseline assessment of Mare Brook. The baseline
assessment included:
1. A stressor analysis at each monitoring site of bacteria, dissolved
oxygen, macroinvertebrates, metals, nutrients, pH, sediment
aggradation and mobility, temperature, and toxics.
2. A stream corridor assessment, including geomorphic, riparian, and
fish passage assessment.
3. Pollutant load modeling.
The assessment found substantially limited fish passage; excessive
sediment loading, stream channel alteration, and stream crossings;
high levels of bacteria (likely from stormwater runoff); and low levels
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of dissolved oxygen, resulting in unsuitable conditions for stable and
diverse macroinvertebrate communities.57,58
By completing an updated baseline assessment of the physical and
ecological characteristics of Mare Brook, the Town could proceed in
developing a locally sponsored watershed management plan with
specific action items to address the multiple water quality problems
previously identified.
(ii)

M ARE B ROOK W ATERSHED M ANAGEMENT P LAN
In October 2019, the Town, in partnership with the Cumberland
County Soil and Water Conservation District (CCSWCD), and with
funding and support from the EPA and DEP via 604(b) grant, began
work on a locally sponsored, watershed-based management plan.
The plan will include specific action items, including the EPA’s nine (9)
minimum elements, to address the multiple water quality problems
previously identified within the Baseline Report. The report was
adopted by Council in February 2022. The report outlined and
prioritized projects to ensure the Mare Brook watershed meets its
state-designated Class B standards by 2037.

(iii)

TMDL R EPORTS
The above referenced statewide impervious cover TMDL also included
the entire length of Mare Brook. The TMDL report indicated
stormwater runoff from the watershed’s impervious cover is likely the
largest source of pollution to Mare Brook. Much of these impervious
areas are located in the residential headwaters (largely the Brunswick
growth zone) and Brunswick Landing (former Naval Air Station).59

(iv)

I NTEGRATED R EPORT (IR) D ATA AND F INDINGS
Mare Brook was not evaluated as part of the 2010, 2012, 2014, or 2016
IR. Mare Brook was evaluated as part of the combined 2018/2019/2022
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report and was de-listed due to benthic macroinvertibrates
bioassessment and habitat assessment. 60
(v)

SWAT P ROGRAM R EPORT D ATA AND F INDINGS
As part of the biomonitoring data collected for the 2015-2016 SWAT
Report, the DEP monitored four (4) Town sites within the Mare Brook
subwatershed.
1. Mare Brook – Station 143
Located between Harpswell Road and Brunswick Landing just
north of Jonathan Street, this second order stream segment of
Mare Brook has a water quality goal of Class B. The report
determined that this segment met the Class C criteria but failed to
meet the targeted Class B goal. The report listed “urban runoff /
habitat” as the probable cause of impairment.61
2. Mare Brook – Station 457
Located in Brunswick Landing just east of the southern end of the
Brunswick Executive Airport runways, this second order stream
segment also met the Class C criteria but failed to meet its goal of
Class B. The report listed “in place contamination / habitat” as the
probable cause of impairment.62
3. Mare Brook – Station 1064
Located south of Barrows Street and north of Brunswick Landing,
this first order stream segment did not meet its Class B water
quality goal, nor did it meet Class C criteria for aquatic life. The
report listed “urban runoff / habitat” as the probable cause of
impairment. The report also noted, “It is possible there is an
unknown discharge going into the system in the area and/or surges
of water that make the substrate unstable at times and therefore
doesn’t allow certain taxa to establish themselves.”63
4. Mare Brook Unnamed Tributary – Station 330
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Located on an unnamed tributary south of Picnic Pond and near
Purinton Road in Brunswick Landing, this second order stream
segment also failed to meet Class C water quality criteria for
aquatic life, let alone its targeted Class B water quality goal. The
report listed “in place contamination / habitat” as the probable
cause of impairment.64
The 2019-2020 SWAT Report included new biomonitoring of Mare
Brook at Stations 457 and 1,064 and the unnamed tributary to Mare
Brook at Station 330. The report indicated that Station 457 met Class
A criteria, exceeding its designated goal of Class B. As of September
2021, a final class determination has not yet been made on Stations
330 and 1064.65

3. ESTUARINE AND MARINE WATER QUALITY ASSESSMENT AND
CLASSIFICATION
Much of the estuarine and marine waters data comes from the DEP’s Marine
Environmental Monitoring Program and SWAT Program as well as from
Gulfwatch, operated by the Gulf of Maine Council on the Marine Environment,
and various other academic institutions, government agencies, municipalities,
and non-profit organizations.
The DEP classifies estuarine and marine waters into three (3) categories: SA, SB,
and SC. According to 38 M.R.S § 465-B(1), these categories are defined as:
1. Class SA waters. Class SA waters shall be the highest classification and shall
be applied to waters which are outstanding natural resources and which
should be preserved because of their ecological, social, scenic, economic or
recreational importance.
A. Class SA waters must be of such quality that they are suitable for the
designated uses of recreation in and on the water, fishing, aquaculture,
propagation and harvesting of shellfish, navigation and as habitat for
fish and other estuarine and marine life. The habitat must be
characterized as free-flowing and natural.
2. Class SB waters. Class SB waters shall be the 2nd highest classification.
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A. Class SB waters must be of such quality that they are suitable for the
designated uses of recreation in and on the water, fishing, aquaculture,
propagation and harvesting of shellfish, industrial process and cooling
water supply, hydroelectric power generation, navigation and as habitat
for fish and other estuarine and marine life. The habitat must be
characterized as unimpaired.
3. Class SC waters. Class SC waters shall be the 3rd highest classification.
A. Class SC waters must be of such quality that they are suitable for
recreation in and on the water, fishing, aquaculture, propagation and
restricted harvesting of shellfish, industrial process and cooling water
supply, hydroelectric power generation, navigation and as a habitat for
fish and other estuarine and marine life.66
Map 19 – Maine DEP Water Quality Classifications depicts the classifications for
the Town’s estuarine and marine waters, Harpswell Cove and the New Meadows
River, as Class SB waters.
c. HARPSWELL COVE / MARE BROOK
Due to its location at the tidewaters of an urban impaired stream, several
studies and projects have been completed in the Harpswell Cove / Mare Brook
estuarine area.
(i)

TMDL R EPORTS
Several estuarine and marine waters that were previously listed on the
303 (d) list were removed due to the EPA’s approval of the Maine
Statewide Bacterial TMDL on September 28, 2009. However, the
Harpswell Cove / Mare Brook location was not included in the TMDL.67

(ii)

I NTEGRATED R EPORT (IR) D ATA AND F INDINGS
Softshell clam tissue from Presumpscot River, Falmouth/Portland
and Mare Brook (Harpswell Cove), Brunswick was tested and
reported with historical data from eight additional softshell clam
sites sampled in 2004-05 and 2010-11. Clam tissue was analyzed for
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contaminants including metals, mercury, PAHs, PCBs, and
organochlorinated pesticides. Lead in clam tissue in 2012 at Mare
Brook, Brunswick MCDC FTAL for lead in finfish.
(iii)

SWAT P ROGRAM R EPORT D ATA AND F INDINGS
2012 SWAT Report
As part of the biomonitoring data collected for the 2012 SWAT Report,
the DEP tested softshell clam tissue from the Harpswell Cove / Mare
Brook location for contaminants including metals, mercury, polycyclic
aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs), PCBs, and organochlorinated
pesticides.68 Softshell clams are used for testing because they do not
move from their locations and therefore reflect the contaminant levels
of the environment from which they were collected. To determine if
contaminant levels are elevated, test results are compared to the
regional standards of the Gulfwatch Program, established by the Gulf
of Maine Council on the Marine Environment. The 2012 testing
indicated an elevated presence of aluminum, arsenic, chromium, lead,
and nickel in the Harpswell Cove / Mare Brook area.
1. Aluminum (Al)
The test samples indicated elevated levels of aluminum, 5,760
ppm compared to the approximately 1,800 ppm Gulfwatch
median, within the Harpswell Cove / Mare Brook area. However, it
is noted that high aluminum levels are often associated with high
levels of suspended sediments due to aluminum being abundant
in sediment. Previous Gulfwatch monitoring indicates, “sediment
loading in clam gut contents may be quite a bit higher than mussel
gut loading, thus affecting aluminum and iron levels
disproportionately in clam tissue concentrations since no
depuration occurs prior to tissue removal.”69
2. Arsenic (As)
Although Gulfwatch does not, the National Status and Trends
(NS&T) Mussel Watch Program, operated by the National
Oceanographic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA),
monitors arsenic in mussels and oysters both regionally and
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nationally. In comparison to NS&T standards, the level of arsenic
in the Harpswell Cove / Mare Brook area exceeded the NS&T’s
regional and national “high” range. The amount (1.56 parts per
million, or ppm) of inorganic arsenic detected within the samples
exceeded the Maine Center for Disease Control’s (MCDC) noncancer fish tissue action level (FTAL) of 0.6 ppm and their cancer
FTAL of 0.014 ppm, requiring a fish consumption advisory
indicating that they are not safe for human consumption (based on
an eight (8) ounce meal eaten on a weekly basis).70
However, the 2012 SWAT Report states, “higher concentrations at
Mare Brook may be related to sediment content in the clam gut,
as clams are not depurated before tissue preparation for lab
analysis.” 71 Other than crustal rock and other natural sources,
elevated arsenic levels may be the result of industrial pollution
from preserved wood, semiconductors, pesticides, defoliants,
pigments, antifouling paints, and veterinary medicines or from
atmospheric sources such as smelting, fossil fuel combustion,
power generation, and pesticide applications. 72 Many of these
sources can be located within the Mare Brook subwatershed.
3. Chromium (Cr)
The test samples indicated levels of chromium of approximately
ten (10) ppm within the Harpswell Cove / Mare Brook area, well
above the approximate 4.5 ppm Gulfwatch median. Other than
soil and rock leachate, sources of chromium include textile,
electroplating, and leather tanning industries, all of which have
historically occurred in the Mare Brook subwatershed.73
4. Nickel (Ni)
The test samples indicated levels of nickel of approximately 5.25
ppm within the Harpswell Cove / Mare Brook area, above the
approximate 2.5 ppm Gulfwatch median. Similar to aluminum,
high nickel levels are associated with high sediment levels. Other
than from soil and the weathering of rocks, sources of nickel
stainless steel, nickel-cadmium batteries, pigments, computers,
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wire, coins, and electroplating, many of which can be located
within the Mare Brook subwatershed.74
5. Lead (Pb)
The test samples indicated 8.37 ppm of lead within the Harpswell
Cove / Mare Brook area, well above the approximate 7.5 ppm
Gulfwatch median. Other than from naturally occurring in the
earth’s crust, sources of lead include manufacturing, solder,
ammunition, plumbing, and the incinerating and burning of fossil
fuels, all of which can be historically located within the Mare Brook
subwatershed.
The MCDC lead FTAL is 0.6 ppm based on a blood lead
concentration model. The test samples indicated 1.413 ppm, well
above the lead FTAL, requiring a fish consumption advisory
indicating that they are not safe for human consumption (based on
an eight (8) ounce meal, or 21 softshell clams, eaten on a weekly
basis).75
2014 SWAT Report
As part of the biomonitoring data collected for the 2014 SWAT Report,
the DEP tested blue mussel tissue from the Harpswell Cove / Mare
Brook location for contaminants including metals, mercury, PAHs,
PCBs, and PFCs.76 Blue mussel tissue is used for testing because they
do not move from their locations and therefore reflect the
contaminant levels of the environment from which they were
collected. To determine if contaminant levels are elevated, test
results are compared to the regional standards of the Gulfwatch
Program, established by the Gulf of Maine Council on the Marine
Environment. The 2014 testing indicated an elevated presence of
mercury in the Harpswell Cove / Mare Brook area.

Mussel tissue samples collected in 2014 were analyzed for 11 metals:
Silver (Ag), aluminum (Al), arsenic (Ar), cadmium (Cd), chromium (Cr),
copper (Cu), iron (Fe), lead (Pb), mercury (Hg), nickel (Ni), and zinc
(Zn). Results were compared to national NS&T (Kimbrough et al.,
2008) and Gulf of Maine (Gulfwatch) (LeBlanc et al., 2009) blue mussel
74
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monitoring program data (collected through 2008, the most recent
available) to place Maine SWAT data in a broader geographic context.
From an environmental monitoring perspective, the concentration of
an analyte in SWAT mussel tissue was considered elevated when that
concentration exceeded the NS&T 85th percentile. This approach is
consistent with the Gulfwatch program (LeBlanc et al., 2009).
Based on the Gulfwatch and SWAT criteria of “elevated”
contaminants being those above the NS&T 85th percentile, all three
SWAT sites tested in 2014 would be considered elevated for mercury
despite the more typical magnitude of their scores when compared to
other northeast US samples from the Gulf of Maine.
Mercury occurs naturally in the environment; however, elevated levels
are associated with anthropogenic sources. United States sources of
mercury to the air include coal fired electrical power generation,
incinerators, mining, landfills, and sewage sludge.

d. NEW MEADOWS RIVER/L AKE
Although its name references a river, the New Meadows River is considered
an embayment because there is no substantial surface freshwater input,
except for local stormwater runoff. Historically, the New Meadows River was
an unrestricted tidal system. However, due to the construction of three (3)
road causeways the tidal exchange in the upper river is restricted, creating an
area that is now commonly known as New Meadows Lake. Known water
quality problems in New Meadows Lake have included: algae blooms; anoxia
and hypoxia (the absence of oxygen and the presence of low oxygen,
respectively); the formation of foam when lake water discharge to the New
Meadows River during ebb tides; and the presence of Phragmites australis, an
invasive reed, in a 91-acre salt marsh at the head of the Lake north of Old Bath
Road.77
Since 1999 and the initiation of the previously referenced New Meadows River
Watershed Partnership (Section II.A.2.e) efforts have been made to improve
water quality and enhance intertidal and salt marsh habitat in the Lake.
In 2016 Casco Bay Estuary Partnership completed a New Meadows Lake Tidal
Restoration Feasibility Study. The goal of the study was to develop and
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evaluation restoration alternatives to improve water quality and enhance
inter-tidal and salt marsh habitat in New Meadows Lake.
Brunswick has worked with Casco Bay Estuary Partnership to continue
monitoring the lakes in an effort to mitigate and restore the water quality
within the area.

4. WETLAND QUALITY ASSESSMENTS:
Waiting on more info from DEP and ACOE.

B. GROUNDWATER QUALITY ASSESSMENT:
Within the State, responsibility for groundwater monitoring and protection is shared
among the DEP, the Department of Health and Human Services’ (DHHS) Division of
Environmental Health, the Maine Geological Survey (MGS), and the U.S. Geological
Survey (USGS). 78 According to the 2016 IR, “major impediments to effective
groundwater protection in Maine include a lack of data to quantify the impact of
some non-point pollution sources, and general public unfamiliarity with key
groundwater concepts and issues.” 79 In response, the DEP has created an
Environmental and Geographic Analysis Database (EGAD) to increase accessibility to
water quality data.
The DEP classifies groundwater into two (2) categories: GW-A and GW-B. According
to 38 M.R.S § 465-C:
1. Class GW-A. Class GW-A shall be the highest classification and shall be of such
quality that it can be used for public water supplies. These waters shall be free
of radioactive matter or any matter that imparts color, turbidity, taste or odor
which would impair usage of these waters, other than that occurring from
natural phenomena.
2. Class GW-B. Class GW-B, the 2nd highest classification, shall be suitable for all
usages other than public water supplies.80

1. AQUIFERS:
Although the flat topography of the Town’s geographic center may have made
early development of this area more attractive, the sand and gravel deposits in
the outwash plain serve as aquifers for the public water system (Map Reference?).
78
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Within the Town there are two (2) significant aquifers, defined by the Maine
Geological Survey as having moderate (10-50 gallons per minute or GPM) to
excellent (50 GPM or more) potential groundwater yield: the Jackson-Taylor
Aquifer and the Jordan Avenue Aquifer. 81 These aquifers are recharged from
direct precipitation, from an adjacent permeable material, or from induced
infiltration from the Androscoggin River. The River is the Brunswick and
Topsham Water District’s (BTWD) largest and most reliable source of aquifer
recharge.
Combined the two (2) significant aquifers occupy approximately 27.0% of the
Town’s total land area. The Jordan Avenue Aquifer occupies approximately
88.5% of the Town’s Growth Area. As a result, development within the Growth
Area may be constrained or outright prohibited. Where permissible, any
proposed new or significantly expanded structures, roads, or utilities located
within the significant aquifers must protect the quality and quantity of the Town’s
public water supply consistent with all state and federal laws, the Town of
Brunswick Zoning Ordinance and Zoning Map’s Aquifer Protection Overlay (APO)
District standards, and BTWD rules and regulations.
The APO Districts seek to protect the groundwater supply by preventing
pollutants from leaching through the soil into the aquifers. The APO District
standards closely regulate the application of fertilizers and manure through the
following: requiring compliance with the Maine Guidelines for Manure and Manure
Sludge Disposal on Land; controlling runoff from areas where manure or fertilizer
is being applied; and prohibiting the application of manure or fertilizer to sand, or
bare soil where the topsoil has been removed. There are three (3) separate and
distinct APO Subdistricts.
a. APO 1.
The area within which leachable materials disposed of or applied into or onto
land or water bodies can travel to the public water supply wells within 200 days.
Areas designated as APO 1 are located: west of Interstate-295 in the area from
the south bank of the Androscoggin River, including Fox Run Drive south of River
Road; and along the south bank of the Androscoggin River and north of Bath
Road, in the general area of the Brunswick Executive Airport runways.
b. APO 2.
The area outside of the APO 1 boundary that is drained by streams flowing
directly into the sand and gravel aquifer. The streams in this zone are important
as they have eroded through the silt / clay cap leaving exposed a “window” to
81
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the underlying aquifer. There is one (1) area designated as APO 2 and it is
located west of Interstate-295 in the vicinity of the intersection of River Road
and Woodland Drive.
c. APO 3.
The area within which leachable materials disposed of or applied into or onto
land or water bodies can travel to the public water supply wells in more than 200
days. Areas designated as APO 3 are located: west of Interstate-295 and north
of Durham Road; north of River Road adjacent to the above referenced APO 1
and APO 2 locations west of Interstate-295; and southeast of Downtown
Brunswick, including parts of the Bowdoin College campus and Brunswick
Landing.
The Brunswick and Topsham Water District Master Plan includes a short-term
goal to acquire land in the APO Districts to, “give the District control over what
happens in the areas that impact the sources of supply, beyond what the Town
Ordinance dictates.”82

2. PUBLIC WELLS:
a. JORDAN A VENUE WELLFIELD.
The Jordan Avenue Wellfield consists of 135 well points. The wellfield is
designated as having: a moderate risk of contamination based on the well
type and site geology; a moderate existing risk of chronic contamination due
to the proximity of eight (8) potential sources of contamination with the
nearest potential source being Brunswick Sewer District lines located within
200 feet; and a future risk of acute and chronic contamination due to a lack of
full control of the land.83
b. TAYLOR WELLS.
The Taylor Wells includes three (3) wellheads located off of River Road near
the terminus of Fox Run Drive and along the Androscoggin River. Taylor Wells
#1 through #3 are designated as having a moderate existing risk of
contamination based on the well type and site geology and a moderate
existing risk of chronic contamination due to the proximity of five (5) potential
sources of contamination within the wellhead protection area. The nearest
potential source of contamination is a residence approximately 800 feet
82
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away. A lack of full land control is cited as the reason the well is listed at
moderate risk for future chronic contamination.84
c. WILLIAMS WELL.
Williams Well, located approximately 1,500 feet south of River Road near Fox
Run Drive, is designated as having the same risk of contamination as the
Taylor Wells, but Williams Well’s nearest source of potential contamination is
a chemically fertilized agricultural field approximately 700 feet away.85

C. WATER QUALITY THREATS AND INVASIVE SPECIES PROBLEMS:
The health of the rivers and bays and the protection of drinking water resources are
top priorities for the town. Pollution prevention strategies and ongoing water quality
monitoring are essential to the health of water quality.
The natural resources within the community are finite, limited in place, and
challenged by changing environment. The community will continue to see an
increase of invasive species due in part to warming temperatures and landscaping
choices. Development and land use changes have potential to threaten the ecology
of watersheds within the town.
Invasive species, both floral and faunal, can affect water quality and stream systems
and should be taken into consideration regarding remediation efforts. Invasives that
have been documented and observed include:
• Hemlock Wooly Adelgid (Adelges tsugae) – feeds on and damages/possibly kills
hemlock trees
• Asiatic Bittersweet (Celastrus orbiculatus) – can change soil chemistry and leaf litter
decomposition rates, prevent natural forested revegetation, host bacteria that can
cause tree diseases
• Burning Bush (Euonymus alatus) – Creates dense thickets that shade out native
plants and have been shown to reduce spider abundance and diversity (fish food)
• Morrow’s Honeysuckle (Lonicera morrowii) – Invades intact forest understory
• Japanese Barberry (Berberis thunbergii) – Can crowd out native forest understory
plants In the lower watershed:
• Japanese Knotweed (Fallopia japonica) – completely shades out native plants with
dense thickets
84
85
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• Common Reed / Phragmites (Phragmites australis) – can alter plant diversity, soils,
sedimentation rates, fish and bird habitat use, and food webs

D. WATER QUALITY PROTECTION AND PRESERVATION MEASURES:
Protecting the Watersheds of Brunswick is critical to ensuring the quality and
resiliency of the public water supply. The Brunswick Topsham water district plays an
active role in the protection and preservation of the water within the Town.
In 2022 Brunswick adopted the Mare Brook watershed management plan with the
primary goal for Mare Brook, including Merriconeag Stream, to meet its statedesignated Class B standards by 2037.
-Brunswick Topsham water district waiting on confirmation of their latest report
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MAP 4 - WATER SERVICE UNAVAILABLE

MAP 5 - SCENIC AREAS

MAP 2 - WATERSHEDS

MAP 3 - RELIEF

MAP 1 - TOPOGRAPHY

MAP 6 - TOPOGRAPHIC CONSTRAINTS

TOWN OF BRUNSWICK COMPREHENSIVE PLAN UPDATE STEERING COMMITTEE
MEETING SUMMARY
March 5, 2022
MEMBERS PRESENT: Christopher Watkinson (Steering Committee Co-Chair, Town Council, District 5), Fred
Koerber (Steering Committee Co-Chair), Catherine Ferdinand, Alison Harris, Emilie Schmidt Howell, Marcy
McGuire, Sande Updegraph (Town Council, District 4), James Olsen
Also Present: Committee Nominees Jacob Sesker and Stephen Tibbets
STAFF PRESENT: Matt Panfil, Director of Planning and Development
Chair Watkinson called the meeting to order at 6:30 PM, took the roll, and introduced new Committee nominees.
9:00

Summary of Comprehensive Plan Update Process to Date: Matt Panfil shared a PowerPoint presentation on
the framework of the state requirements for a comprehensive plan as well as insight as to how a comprehensive
plan can effectively be used by the submitting municipality. Components that need to be included were explained:
The inclusion of the inventories and analysis of reports of existing conditions is structured to address thirteen
required fields of inquiry.
1. Topography, Soils, Geology, and Water Resources
2. Habitat and Other Significant Resources
3. Historic and Archaeological Resources
4. Agriculture and Forestry
5. Marine Resources
6. Local and Regional Resources
7. Populations and Demographics
8. Land Use Patterns
9. Housing
10. Transportation
11. Recreation and Open Space
12. Public Facilities and Services
13. Fiscal Capacity
A second component of a comprehensive plan addresses development with vision statements, goals, and
objectives. Third is an implementation program. Fourth is a plan for review and update of future land use. Matt
noted that this last item was somewhat recently addressed in the 2017 update to the Zoning Ordinance. State
validation of a comprehensive plan is good for 10 years and effects the eligibility of some grant requests and as
well provides the Town with sound legal footing in several areas. Matt went on to explain that a comp plan is a
planning guide that identifies issues and frames resolutions. It is not designed to solve problems identified in the
document. It was further noted that the Comprehensive Planning Update Steering Committee (CPUSC) has a
website with resources available (http://planbrunswick.org).

22:30

Chris Watkinson followed with a recap of previous actions of the CPUSC and a look ahead. Steve Walker noted
that “deep level specifics,” and an implementation plan that identifies responsible parties, and provides a timeline
for implementation should be included in the final document. Walker also noted that climate change needs to be
woven throughout the fields of inquiry.

28:40

Introduction of the Selected Consulting Firm, North Star Planning, to Assist in the Completion of the
Comprehensive Plan Update: Ben Smith, Principal Planner, North Star Planning, explained the items North Star
Planning would be sharing with the committee this evening the reset effort of the Committee and went on to
introduce the team of consultants:
Keith McBride – Project Manager
Sam Piekes – Associate Planner
Maggie Mills – FB Environmental, Natural Resource Planner

Forrest Bell, North Star Planning
Jeff Levine – Levine Planning Associates
Bill Smith went on to say that his team fits nicely with the CPUSC previous work of identifying Natural
Resources and Housing as the key topics. Smith added that a comprehensive plan includes inventory chapters,
vision statement, goals, policies, strategies, assessment of regional opportunities, and an implementation strategy.
The role of a plan is to provide a broad high level vision and map a continuity plan for the future. A plan does not
replace other Town plans, does not prevent future issues and challenges from arising, nor does it restrict actions to
future challenges. Keith McBride Introduced a timeline for implementation of the work plan. Sam Peikes noted
that during the spring and summer North Star Planning will be generating inventory and analysis documents as
the consultants focus on Task 1 of the work plan. Bill Smith explained Task 2 of the work plan is the visioning
phase. Four workshops are planned; 1) Natural Resources/Climate Change, 2) Housing and Growth Management,
3) Infrastructure and Transportation, 4) Others to be announced. The outcomes will produce draft values which
will frame vision statements. It was suggested to give the Committee the summer off. Matt suggested that regular
meetings continue and the consultants provide progress updates.
49:20

49:20 Discussion by Committee and Consultants
Bill posed the question to Committee members of what they see as the biggest challenge that Brunswick faces in
the next 20 years.
Jacob Sesker: It is was important for us to consider what is possible to accomplish within the restraints of
community support.
Alison Harris: What will the end product will look like? How will our plan integrate with other town documents?
How do we ensure that it is readable to community members? Bill Smith responded that these are essential points
to consider early in the process. The work needs to be short and approachable with perhaps 30-40 pages stating
the Town’s needs. A website with concise information makes information usable.
Allison Harris: Followed up with a comment that the state requirements may not be the same priorities that define
Brunswick’s planning needs. Bill Smith: The document needs to align with the state requirements for the purpose
of review. Inventory chapters align with state framework. The rest of the document addresses the community
plan.
Chris Watkinson: How will the policy areas we adopted be addressed in moving ahead? Bill Smith responded
through the state check list. The community has identified two areas as rising to the top out of all of those items
the Town could talk about. Those are Natural Resources and Housing. In a year or so down the road there maybe
another issue or two that deserves additional focus. Maybe the CPUSC wants to stick with all areas it identified.
The more focused a plan is, the more understandable it is and the easier it is to implement. Committees often
choose three, four, or five items to focus on but these are broad issues. The state does not include climate change
but towns feel compelled to address this issue through other broad issues such as transportation, natural resources,
and housing. Task 2 and Task 3 are likely intersects where alignment of community interest will determine which
focus areas will be included in the document.
Matt Panfil: Brunswick’s discussions have recognized marine resources as well as historic and cultural resources
among others that are important.
Fred Koerber: In our discussion the CPUSC identified 9 focus areas. The decision to address the first two topics
discussed (Housing and Natural Resources) was not an endorsement of those items as the top priorities.
Hopefully, all 9 areas will be addressed in moving ahead.
Sande Updegraph: Are there connections between current active planning activities, such as Cooks’ Corner
Redesign, Recreation Complex Plan, and the development of Brunswick Landing, and the work that North Star
will undertake? Bill responded that the consultants want to coordinate with other planning activities but hinder
their efforts

Steve Walker: Noted that the inventories are the essential foundation of a sound plan. Perishable resources such as
ground water and aquifer resources, cold water fisheries, and archaeological sites, need to be recognized. These
and other valued resources should be addressed in the land use document.
Catherine Ferdinand: Commented that she was a fan of inventories and asked if the analysis would go beyond
providing straight data and offer trend analysis? Bill Smith responded that data should enlighten or confirm
assumptions. North Star will work with the Committee to determine the most useful data.
Catherine Ferdinand: Embracing visions is easy but hard realities arrive when implementing actions. What
strategies will North Star employ in the creating of the document to insure successful implementation? Bill Smith:
Framing priorities needs to be done in a manner that results in positive action. This can be done by providing a
number of options for implementation. Implementation resides with the Town Council, Planning Board, land
trust, Town staff, and other partner organizations. Implementation will not occur evenly. The plan should offer
various approaches and allow flexibility.
Bill Smith: Restated the question of Brunswick’s biggest challenge in 20 years.
Steve Walker: The biggest challenge is biodiversity followed by climate change. However, most community
members are not aware of the importance of these issues within the context of local consideration.
Jacob Sesker: As Brunswick becomes more a part of the greater Portland suburb spread, the issue of how do we
maintain the sense of what citizens love about our town? There has been change in real time that has created new
challenges such as jobs and housing.
Emilie Schmidt Howell: Keeping what is special about Brunswick and at the same time providing essential
services is a difficult challenge. Limiting growth to maintain quality of life and avoid suburban sprawl is
important. We need to manage growth to insure we can offer viable support services while protecting the long
standing quality of life and atmosphere of Brunswick.
Allison Harris: We need to consider the best integration strategies for regions within the Town itself, such as
Brunswick Landing, Bowdoin College, east Brunswick yet maintain distinct neighborhoods, the downtown, and
rural areas. How do we adapt to our new neighbors including immigrants and refugees? Bill Smith: Are you
talking about physical connections or social connections? Allison: Both, public transportation would link places
but as well, the social aspect needs to be considered.
Catherine Ferdinand: Brunswick risks becoming a suburb of Portland unless we can address ways to let an
economically diverse population to live here. We have both jobs and housing needs. Not all change is bad. The
challenge is how it occurs. We need to manage change and be able to adapt.
Sande Updegraph: We need to be aware that there are social pressures on young people particularly that of
addiction. Some challenges are not obvious but we need to be aware of them and take those issues into
consideration.
Steve Tibbitts: Many young people building careers can not afford to live in their home town because the cost of
housing is high and jobs are limited with low wages. This impacts those citizens who offer a sustainable family
demographic.
Matt Panfil: We don’t understand the impact of Covid in changing the Town’s demographics. Analysis of that
missing information is important in moving forward.

Alison Harris: Maine Street has dramatically changed. It is now dominated by restaurants, banks, and gift shops.
There are few or no opportunities to shop for hardware, variety store items or clothing. The visitors’ center is
located in obscure site. Affordability is a huge issue.
Steve Walker: There are no public restrooms downtown.
141:00

141:00 Ben Smith: There were themes presented that seems indicate more depth to the challenges the community
faces. Think about, on your own, what challenges the community faces in the next 5 years. Does that change the
list? In the future we will explore these in more detail. Keith and Sam will be in touch with Matt.

142:15

142:15 Chris Wilkerson: Thanked the North Star team and noted that the next meeting will be May 3rd. Matt
informed the Committee that the environmental planner will have information to share at the next meeting. Keith
noted that North Star will have an update for the Committee at the next meeting either in person or through
memo.
Catherine Ferdinand: At what point are our comments of value to North Star? Bill Smith: North Star will likely
have questions for the Committee to consider before the chapter inventory drafts are ready for review.
Emilie Schmidt Howell: Could the Committee receive a copy of the planning phase timeline submitted by North
Star?
Allison Harris: Could Matt’s and North Star’s PowerPoint slides be made available to Committee members?

148:00

Motion to Adjourn:
Catherine Ferdinand
Second Sande Updegraph
Unanimous
NEXT MEETING: May 3, 2022

6:30 PM

TOWN OF BRUNSWICK COMPREHENSIVE PLAN UPDATE STEERING COMMITTEE
MEETING SUMMARY
May 3, 2022
MEMBERS PRESENT: Fred Koerber (Steering Committee Co-Chair), Alison Harris, Emilie Schmidt Howell,
Marcy McGuire, Jacob Sesker, Steve Tibbetts, Sande Updegraph (Town Council, District 4)
Also Present: Consultants Jeff Levine, Levine Planning Strategies and Keith McBride, Northstar Planning
STAFF PRESENT: Matt Panfil, Director of Planning and Development and Bina Scordac, Environmental
Planner
Co-chair Koerber called the meeting to order at 6:34 PM and took the roll.
1:30

Agenda Item: Draft Inventory on Topography, Soils, and Water
Alison Harris suggested postponing discussion until maps and a summary of key points was included.
Matt Panfil recommended continuing with a short presentation.
Sandi Updegraph proposed listening to the high lights of the presentation this evening followed by receiving
supporting information then having the Committee discussion at a later date. The general consensus was to
proceed as suggested by Sandi Updegraph.
Bina Scordac delivered the presentation: It was noted that this is one of many inventories that will be forth
coming. The information within the report connects to other key topics such as habitat and other significant
natural resources, marine resources, land use patterns, recreation and open space, and climate change.
Topography will be further detailed in the future through the use of maps.
Water drainage regions within the town were identified as related to the Androscoggin watershed and to the Casco
Bay watershed. The Casco Bay watershed is further defined by the following components: Harraseeket River,
Maquoit Bay, Mare Brook, Middle Bay, New Meadows River, and Royal River. A table showing development
within the watersheds from 2009 to 2021 was shown.
Soils are an unalterable feature of the community that impact growth. The characteristics of soil typologies
determine water quality. 16.5% of the land area within Brunswick’s Growth Zone is undevelopable due to the
presence of hydric soils.
Water resources include surface water. Most of Brunswick’s surface water is small in area yet several studies have
been conducted. A number of upstream water quality initiatives are in progress on the Androscoggin. The Mare
Brook Management Plan seeks to upgrade the stream by 2037.
A number of studies are currently underway on estuarine and marine wetlands. These need to be consolidated.
With the Jordan Avenue Aquifer occupying 88.5% of Brunswick’s Growth Zone, ground water protection is a
clear issue. The future Comp Plan will need to propose strategies to protect ground water assets.
Related issues to topography, soils, and water include water resiliency and invasive species.
Marcy McGuire asked if the 2017 zoning rewrite took soils into account.
Matt Panfil said he was uncertain because his tenure started after 2017 but felt that the limits of the Growth Zone
had changed little from the earlier plan.
Marcy McGuire asked how do we manage growth given that 62% Growth Zone land area contains excessively
drained soils and another 16.5% is undevelopable?

Matt Panfil responded that some development had taken place prior to an understanding of the importance of soil
typology on water quality. For the 62% of area in the Growth Zone that has excessively drained soils that does not
mean development cannot take place rather it requires soil engineering to mitigate threats to ground water assets.
If we could go back in time we would likely make different decisions regarding the Growth Zone.
Alison Harris thanked Bina and noted that she was looking forward to the updated report. Alison asked how will
we cross index, within the Comp Plan, issues that touch upon more than one topic?
Keith McBride explained that patterns will emerge as the work moves forward which will enable the Committee
to embrace encompassing objectives.
Jeff Levine noted that ecological areas within the Growth Zone have been disturbed by previous development.
Redevelopment may offer one strategy in moving forward.
Jacob Sesker asked (1) that a table showing acres within each watershed be provided, (2) staff consider an
addition to the soil section that identifies capacity of potential future growth, and (3) a map be included showing
those areas that are most constrained to development due to water quality.
Steve Tibbitts asked for a table on impervious surfaces within watersheds so that the impact could be assessed.
Fred Koerber asked if there was data available on watershed housing units in the Growth Zone and outside the
Growth Zone and how will ongoing studies be managed? At what point do staff and consultants determine they
have enough information?
Alison Harris suggested that a statement of anticipated reports as well as a list of works in progress be included in
the Comp Plan.
Matt Panfil replied that staff has much of the data we need but not all of it is in report format. Matt demonstrated
map overlays that showed development in the Mare Brook watershed. Another illustration was an overlay of
elevation over slope showing one factor in identifying an area’s buildable potential.
Sandi Updegraph posed the question of how conservation easements factor into decision making.
Matt Panfil explained that layers of factors can be provide insight into decision making.
Sandi Updegraph asked consultants or staff to provide the Committee with a list of constraints that need to be
considered in making decisions regarding growth.
Matt Panfil remarked that sound decisions on future land use should reflect many layers of relevant factors.
Alison Harris requested that the Committee be provided with a uniform report format for each area of study.
Alison asked if consultant inventories will be completed by the end of summer?
Keith McBride responded that some will be forth coming by the end of July.
Alison Harris reinforced the need for a summary statement to each report.
41:30

Agenda Item: Discussion on Executive Summary to the Review of the 2008 Comprehensive Plan
Fred Koerber noted that we have a draft Executive Summary from the consultants and the one that Matt drafted
earlier.
Alison Harris felt that the Executive Summary should include the process undertaken by the 2008 Comprehensive
Plan Committee, a list of those Committee members, outreach activities, how it was used in the zoning rewrite
process, the impact of the closing of NASB, and what was useful and what was not.
Fred Koerber suggested that Committee members review the beginning of Matt’s draft to see if elements could be
applied to the consultant’s version. Any recommendations on the Consultant’s draft of the Executive summary
should be submitted to Keith and Matt by Friday May 13.
Keith McBride’s email address was provided to Committee members: kmcbride@northstar-planning.com
Keith McBride stated that the consultant’s draft was intended to be a summary of the 8 Key Action Items of the
2008 Plan.
Alison Harris noted that the sizable assessment report of the 2008 Comp Plan needed to be preserved.
Matt Panfil was unsure of the degree of impact the 2008 Comp Plan had on the 2017 zoning ordinance rewrite.
Keith McBride felt that was covered in the report under Key Action item 3; page 2 (Promoting Desired Growth.)
Steve Tibbitts, in referencing storm water run-off, noted that rather than general statements, specific mitigation
actions should be listed so that a clear understanding of the degree of change is understood.
Matt Panfil suggested providing Committee members with a flash drive containing relevant documents at the next
meeting.
Alison Harris made a suggestion that in the new Comp Plan outcomes be linked to detailed supporting data. This
would allow a reviewer to pursue a deeper understanding through examination of documents, studies, and reports.

Marcy McGuire asked where in the Comp Plan will the list of parties responsible for implementation of outcomes
be noted.
Matt Panfil assured that it will be included at an appropriate place in the new plan.
Fred Koerber remarked that the Committee had previously discussed including a notation within the new Comp
Plan of those responsible for implementation as well as periodic assessments of progress during the active tenure
of the document.
1:04:40

Agenda Item: Meeting Summary from 4/5/22
Fred Koerber reminded the Committee that Meeting Summaries are posted for review at the following meeting.
Action on Meeting Summaries will be taken at the meeting following each posting.

1:11:50

Agenda Item: Discussion on Brunswick Affordable Housing Forum
Marcy McGuire informed the Committee that an affordable housing proposal has been drafted. The proposal calls
for the establishment of a land bank as a means of addressing the issue. A forum will be held May 31 at Curtis
Memorial Library at 6:00 PM.
Sandi Updegraph asked if Senator Daughtry will be in attendance to address LD 2003. Sandi went on to note that
alignment of local and state initiatives was important in addressing the housing issues.
Matt Panfil stated that state legislation will require some changes to the zoning ordinance.
Alison Harris added that new residential development proposals do not embrace affordable housing.
Matt Panfil supported Alison’s statement noting Brunswick cannot deny a housing request that meets zoning
standards yet does not address community needs for affordable housing. Short of establishing requirements to
address affordable housing, Brunswick is at the will of the market in determining affordability. Such requirements
are challenging to institute.
Sandi Updegraph noted that the Governor’s office is working to define the terms ‘Affordable Housing’ and
‘Workforce Housing.’ This will clarify understanding of the issues in moving forward.

1:23:07

Motion to Adjourn :
Sandi Updegraph
Second Jacob Sesker
Unanimous
Next Meeting: June 7, 2022

6:30-8:30

